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DeloriptioJL of a uw 1peoie1 of JIAlilII, from the BookJ •out&lll1. 
BY E. T. CRESSON. 
aa■ari1 Tt1poicle1 n. ap . 
.. Vale. (Plate 4, fig. 1.) Length 9½ lines; expanse of wings 15 
lines. Head coarsely punctured, sparsely clothed with pale hairs; face 
above the antenna, flat; eyes large, with a deep, narrow sinus above 
the insertion of the antenna,; ocelli placed in an equi-lateral triangle 
on the vertex; clypeus convex, subquadrate, deeply emarginate at the 
apex with the angles rounded; labrum rounded at tip, hairy; mandi-
bles somewhat obtuse, with two small indentations on the inner edge 
near the apex; antenna, smooth, a little longer than the head and tho-
rax together, first joint short and thick, second very small, third to 
sixth joints somewhat fl.at and about equal in length, each joint being 
about twice 88 long 88 the first and second together, seventh joint two-
thirds as long as the sixth, rather flat and broader than the preceding 
joints, the five apical joints formed into a broad oval knob slightly 
convex above and concave beneath, these five joints are apparently sol-
dered together with the sutures very indistinct above but more distinct 
beneath. Prothorax prominent, closely punctured, hairy. Mesotho-
ru oval and convex in front, sparsely hairy, closely and confluently 
punctured; somewhat flat before the scutellum where it is sparsely 
punctured, shining and with the posterior margin truncate. Scutel-
lum semicircular, convex, sparsely punctured and shining. Wing-@cale 
elongate and reniform. Metathorax somewhat fl.at, densely punctured, 
hairy, the posterior angles terminating on each side with an acute spine. 
Legs hairy, rather shol't, the posterior pair longest; anterior femora 
clavate, broadest near the base, and cuned inward; tibia, shorter than 
the femora, somewhat excavated on the inner edge towards the base; 
anterior tarsi ciliated beneath, and all, except the posterior pair, have the 
first joint 88 long 88 the remaining joints taken together; iotermedi-: 
ate femora short, thi~k, not clavate, sinuate beneath; inner edge of the 
tibia, deeply excavated from the middle to the base and sulcate, broad-
ly dilated in the middle and somewhat suddenly constricted towards 
the apex; posterior femora somewhat clavate; tibia, longer than the 
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femora and constricted at the base, with the tip armed with two un-
etpial spurs, one of which is rather short, simple and curved, the other 
nearly twice as long, stout and deeply bifid; first joint of the tarsi as 
long as the tibia,, narrow, cylindrical and curved inwards; tarsal claws 
Kimple. Superior wings rather long and narrow, with one marginal 
and two submarginal cells, the first submarginal somewhat longer than 
the marginal, the Recond submarginal about two-thirds as wide as the 
first submarginal and much narrowed towards the marginal; the third 
dis<.'!oidal cell elongate and bent about its middle towards the second 
,mbmarginal, which receiveR the second recurrent nervure in the middle. 
Abdomen with seven segments~ elongate, convex above, gradually 
narrowed posteriorly, retractile, curved under; segments minntely punc-
tured, Ahining. somewhat transversely sulcate on their disk and with 
their ~ides rounded from the base; first segment short, flat on its ante-
rior face; apical segment narrow, subquadrate, sinuate on the sides, 
and deeply and widely emarginate at the apex, disk with two longitu-
dinal carinae each bearing a small obtuse tubercle on the posterior 
third of the segment. Abdomen beneath ffat, smooth and shining, 
with a bifid projection on the anterior part of the second and third 
segments, that on the third segment being much more prominent and 
armed pot1teriorly with an acute spine; apical segment deeply bifid. 
Head black; clypeus, apex of the labrum, middle of the mandibles, 
a transverse line, dilated in the middle, between the antenna,, and the 
outer and inner orbi't of the eyes above the antAmna,, yellow; antenna, 
above with the base of the first and the second joints black, the apex 
of the first, inner-side of the second and the four following joints yel-
low, the apical joints yellowish varied with fuscous, beneath blackish, 
margined on the inner side with yellowish, except the sixth joint which 
is tinged with fuscous. Prothorax black; its anterior margin above. 
and an oblong spot beneath the wings, yellow. Mesothorax black, a 
14mall, obsolete, yellowish spot on each side near the wing-scale. Scu-
tellum black, a yellowish bilobed spot on the apex. Metathorax black, 
poeterior angles yellow. Wing-scale yellow, except the anterior inner 
uorner which is black. Wings stained with yellowish, nervures honey-
yelJow about the base, blackish towards the apex. Legs yellow, the 
coxae and trochanters, except their tips, and the base of the femora 
black; tarsi. except the first joint, reddish-yellow. Abdomen black; 
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each aegment above with a more or Jess broad yellow transven-c baud, 
almoet confluent with the posterior margin; the anterior margin of the 
yellow band on first aegment is angulated on euch side, widens outward-
ly, narrow on the disk and slightly indented in the middle; the yellow 
bands of the second, third and fourth segments are deeply and some-
what squarely indent.eel on each side with black, and slightly so on the 
diak, the yellow band on the second segment is divided into three parts 
by the indentation on each side becoming confluent with the black of 
the posterior margin; on the fifth and sixth segments the yellow band 
ia broad, covering two-thirds of the segment, very slightly indented on 
the middle of the anterior margin; apical segment narrowly margined 
with black on the sides and tip, anterior part more broadly margined 
with black and produced posteriorly into a triangle, truncate at its 
apex with its sides somewhat rounded; the small tubercles on the disk 
are blackish. Abdomen beneath black, a spot on each side uf the sec-
ond and third segments, and a broad transverse band on each of the 
fourth, fifth and sixth segments, yellow. 
Female. Length 8 Jines; expanse of wings 14½ lines. 
In structure, it differs from the male as follows:-General form more 
short and stout. Eyes smaller and wider apart; a transverse carina 
between the antenna,; clypeus transversely rugoee anteriorly, deeply 
and triangularly indented at the apex; antenna, short, not much longer 
than the head: rounded, first joint short and thick, second very small, 
third about as long as the three following joints together, fourth, fifth, 
sixth and seventh joints about equal in length, but gradually broader 
towards the apex, the five apical joints formed into an elongate-oval 
knob, a11 long as the four preceding joints together. Prothorax with 
the sides wider and somewhat flattened. Mesotborax more flat, with a 
distinct longit.udinal dorsal carina, and another, rather indiatinct, on 
each side of the disk between the wings. Metathorax with the poste-
rior angles not so strongly produced. Legs shorter and simplei ante-
rior tarsi not ciliated beneath. Abdomen with six segments, shorter, 
scarcely cur\"'ed under and very slightly attenuated posteriorly; upper 
surface more distinctly punctured, semi-opaque and scarcely sulcate; 
apical iregmeot broadly rounded at tip, without carina, or tubercles on 
the disk; abdomen beneath slightly convex, without projections on the 
2nd and 3rd segments, apical segment long and broadly rounded at tip. 
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In color, it dift"en u follows :-Head entirely black except the outer · 
and inner orbit of the eyes above the antennie, a transverse spot on 
the anterior margin of the clypeus, and the sides of labrum at base, 
which are yellow; antennie above blackish with the third, fourth and 
fifth joints yellowish, beneath reddish-yellow with the base and apex 
black. Prothoru not ao br~dly margined anteriorly with yellow, but 
separated in front of mesothoru by a black line; no yellow spot be-
neath the base of the wingR, Mesothorax and scutellum entirely black. 
Metathorax with the posterior angles slightly tipped with yellow. Legs 
yellow with the femora entirely black except the extreme tips. Wings 
rather darker. Abdomen not ao broadly banded above with yellow; 
the bands of the fint four segment.a resemble those of the male, that 
on the basal Regment being interrupted in the middle; the band on 
the fifth segment is deeply indented on its anterior margin, and with 
1t small transvene black spot on each side; apical segment with a large 
yellow spot on each side, confluent with the lateral margin of the seg-
ment; abdomen beneath with two small yellow spots on the disk of the 
second segment, and a narrow yellow band, more or 1888 interrupted in 
the middle, on the third and fourth segment.a, and a small yellow 
spot on each side of the fifth segment. 
Variet_v. (Plate 4, fig. 2.) Differs from the female above deeoribed 
as follon :-Sides of clypeus and labrum margined with yellow; the 
transverse yellow spot on the anterior margin of the clypeus larger; a 
yellowish spot on the mandibles near the base. Prothoru with the an-
terior margin entire, bu& the yellow is produced posteriorly into a point 
on each side of the mesothorax in front; the yellow spot beneath the 
hue of the wings is present, as in the male. Mesothorax profoundly 
impreued on each side between the wings; the yellow spot on each 
Aide near the wing-acale is present, but much larger than in the male. 
Scutellum with a yellowish bilobed spot poeteriorly. Metathorax with 
the poeterior angles stron~ly produced and yellow. Legs colored as iu 
the male. Wings stained with fuscous towards the apex. Abdo~en: 
the aecond, third and fourth segment.a have the yellow bands with the 
anterior margin more or leas indented in the middle, but on each side, 
instead of being &qUllrely indented, the yellow band enoloeea a tran1-
verse black spot, which i11 largeet and nearest to the disk on the second 
11egment; the band on the fifth segment is very broad, deeply and some-
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what squarely indented in the middle and with a very Bmall black dot 
on each side ; abdomen beneath with a dot on each side and a tran• 
verse spot in the middle of the eecond segment, and an uneven trans-
verse band on the third, fourth and ftft.h aegmente, yellow, that on the 
fifth segment. is narrower, divided in the middle with black, and with 
the yellow extending poete}'iorly on each side of the segment. 
Hab. Pike's Peak. Collected by Mr. Winslow J. Howard. 
One male and two female specimens in the collection of the Entomo-
logical Society of Philadelphia. ' 
The male of this species differs remarkably in several point.a of struc-
ture from the type of the genus, M. TJt,piformu, u delineated by 
Messrs. SaUMUre and Schaum. It differs u follows :-The knob of 
the antennae is much broader, and more of an oval. The neuration of 
the superior wings is different from that given by Dr. Schaum. * The 
marginal cell is not so long, the first submarginal more elongate, the 
second BUbmarginal without any projection towards the marginal, the 
second discoidal cell much longer, the third diseoidal not so aquare, 
but more elongate and bent towards the second submarginal. The 
figure given by M. SaU88uret represents the neuration of the wing of 
our species much better, although the third disooidal cell is also roo 
square. The singular structure of the anterior and in particular the 
intermediate tibia,, and the posterior tarsi; the bifid styloid spine at 
the tip of the posterior tibie, and the simple tarsal claws t are charac-
ters not noticed in M. vt,piformu. The tip of the apical segment of 
the abdomen above, instead ol being bitld, u seems to be the case i,n 
M. ve,piformu, is deeply and broadly emarginate, and the carinae and 
tubercles on its disk are very conspicuous. The projections on the 
second and third ventral segments are also differently consiructed from 
thoee of M. ve,piformu, that on the second segment being leu devel-
oped and bi&d, while that on the third 11egment is strongly developed, 
bifid, and bearing an acute spine poeteriorly. 
•Ano.Soc. EnL Fr. 3 !fflr, 1, pl. 20. 
t Mooog. des Maearieos, pl. S, f. 4. 
i I am satillfied that the tarsal claws in thie species are simple, and that the 
Btyloid spine at the tip of the roiddle tibie is deeply bifid, as I have examined 
them repeatedly with a strong magnifying power, and am quite convinced that 
it i8 the effect of no optical error, as suggested by M. Saussure (1. c. p. 17). 
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The antenna, of the female also differs somewhat from the figure 
given by M. SaU88ure (1. c. pl. iv. fig. Sc.) and D1'. Schaun (I. c. pl. 20, 
f. 7). The basal joint is scarcely half as long, and the knob ( or the a 
apical joints), is much broader, and more of an oval. 
Ta.king all these differences of structure into consideration, it re-
mains, therefore, a question, whether they are sufficient wherewith to 
establish a separate genus. • 
I must say here, that the rough plate accompanying this paper 
should not be taken as being correct in every particular, but will enable 
any one to recognize the species which it represents. Unfortunately it 
was printed oft' before several corrections were made, which I will men-
tion here, so that no one may be misled. The neuration of the wings 
are not sufficiently correct, particularly iii _fig. 2. In fig. 1, the antennae 
are rather too long in proportion to the insect, and also in fig. 1 a, the 
first joint of the posterior tarsi should be as long u the tibiae, and 
curved inward. The antenna, of the female (fig. 2 ~) should have the 
third joint much longer and the basal joint a little shorter. 
Fig. 1. 
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" lb. 
" le. 
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" 2. 
'' 2a. 
" 'll,. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 4. 
(All the 6gure1 are enlarged.) 
Masaris vespoides, t, . 
ib. profile. 
ib. face. 
ib. antennae. 
ib. apex of abdomen. 
ib. middle leg. 
Masaris vespoides, 9 , variety. 
ib. face. 
ib. anteonk,. 
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8 T ATE D M E ET ING! JULY 13. 
President BLAND in the Chair. 
REPORTS OP COMMITTEES. 
The Committees on the papers of Messrs. Edwards and Cresson, 
read June 8th, reported in favor of their publication in the Proceed-
ings of the Society. 
DONATIONS TO CABINET. 
A large and very fine collection of determined European LEPIDOP• 
TERA, from Wm. H. Edwards, of Newburgh, N. Y. 
50 CoLEOPTERA ( C11chrm niagaremu, Panagsem cruc,gerua, Chue-
11i,u m"ger, Bolboce-rus Lazaru, Lud,'ua attenuatw, .Atimia con/ma, 
A1·lwpalu-1 ,peciom,, Saperda candid.a, Phy,ocn,em,u,m brevili'neum, 
P. li'g~m, .Eudocinw Manntrheimii), 12 LEPIDOPTBJU. (Eudryw, 
_qmta, Pl'IU'ia nmpl.e.c, Hadena xylinoide,, B. mileloide,, .Agroti, 1uf-
fu14a, Placodu cinereola, Eralftria carnicola), from Harvey J. Rich, of 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
35 HYMENOPTERA (Di'aatropluu nebulo11U, and galls, D. cu,cu-tse-
formilf, Aulax pirata, .A. ,ylve,tril, Rhodite, verna, R. radicu.m, and 
gall, R. ro,se, R. bicow-r, R. i!JMta, R. dichlocenu, and gall, Calli-
mom,. magnifica, C. brevi,, 0. dichloce1"UI, 0. advena), from Baron R. 
011ten Sacken. 
20 COLEOPTERA ( llippodamia Lecontei, 0 Ary,omefu. philadelphicu, 
Agrfotes mancm, Corymhite, pulcher, C. taraalu, .Acm2op1 prote1u, 
Oarabm Lapalayi, Ph~llop,i, obcordatw, .Aplwditu /ouor. Emm~•<t 
co,m~cten,), from Wm. Cowper, of Quebec, Canada. 
1 LEPIDOPTEBA (Smenntlu"' mod~1tua 9 ), from Aug. R. Grote: 
of Buffalo, N. Y. 
1 CoLEOPTERA ( G<H'R teuellatw), from C. F. Parker. 
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DONATIONS TO LIBRARY. 
Silliman', .American Journal of Science and Art,, fur July, 1863, 
from Dr. T. B. Wilson. 
Dest·ription, of some specills of Lepidoptera, from the .Norther11 
Ji.ore, uf Lake Superior, b!I Dr. T. W. Han-i,, from J. W. Wiedemeyer. 
The l1W1ct Hunter'• l'ompanion, 'by Re·u. Jo,. Greene, M.A .. from 
Dr. Samuel Lewis. 
Prairie FarrMr, ( CJMcago, Ill.) Vol. 11, No,. 11 to 26. 
The following works were deposited by Dr. T. B. Wilson:-
Gronl,and geographiach und ,tatuiti,ch beachriiben. Aiu diinw.he11 
DueU.chriften von .Anton von Etzel. 1 Vol. 8vo. 
The Journal, of Entomology, No,. 5-8. London. 8vo. 
TiJdachrift voor Entomol.ogie. Deel 6, Stuk. 8 & 4. 
The Zoowgist,for April and .Vay, 1863. 8vo. 
Wiener Entomof<Jgiache Monat,chrift. Bd. 1, Nr. 3 & 4. 8vo. 
~ Entomologut, by E. Ne ·wman. 1 Vol. (Complete.) 8vo. 
Revue d Maga.in de Zooloyu, par M. F. E. Gtdri,..,.Menevi/1.c. 
1868, No. 2 & 8. Svo. 1 
Procud,ng, of tl,.e Lin~an Society of London, Zool"fl!I• Vols. 1-
6. Svo. 
Anna.le, de /,a Soci,tl Entomologique de France. 4e ,Irie, T(}ffl(' t. 
Trim. 4. 8vo. 
Annale, de fa Socut, Entomologiqw Beige. Tome 6. Royal 8vo. 
Exott'c Butterft,ie,. By W. 0. Hewiuon. Part 46. 8vo. 
Naturge,chichtt: du lmecten Deut,chland•. Von Dr. W. F. Erir/1-
iwn. Ouleoptera. Bd. 1-8, and 4 Lief. 1-8. 8vo. 
Genera ck, OoUopt~re, d' Eiirope.. Par Jacqw:lin D" l,, .l. 2 Volii. 
Royal 8vo. 
WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS. 
The following papers were preeented for publication in the Proceed-
ings:-
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"American Micro-Lepidoptera, by Brackenridge Clemens, M. D." 
"Observations on American Tineina, by H. T. Stainton." 
And were referred to Committees. 
The following Communication was read from Baron R. Osten Backen: 
•• Mr. Walsh jnst communicates me that he bred LMioptera IIOlid,aginia 0. 8., 
described hy me in these Proceedings (Vol. I, p. 368) in great numbers, from 
the lepidopterOlUI gall on Solidago, and not from the gall of T~ nlidaginia. 
He also bred the same LMioptera from exactly similar galls on VeN10nia 
ffUICir.ulata • 
.. Thus the doubts which I entertained when the above quoted paper WRII 
written, are now solved. 
"I may menti 0 n here that Trypeta tuuria Harris is nothing but a synonym 
of T. MJlidaginia Fitch, u I have ucertained in Mr. Harri11'e collection in 
Boston. Whether this fly really also produces galls on Aater, remains to be 
dec-idt>d by observation. In Mr. HarriH's manu8C'ript catalogue of his collec-
tion, which is still preeernd. he bad written originally, opposite the numbf,r, 
deaignating thid fly: 'producu gal/a on &lidago.' Later, however, he struck 
out tht- word Solidago al\d put Aater, in pencil, in its stead. Alt.hough the 
name T. a.,teri., i11 older, I think that the name of T. aolitu,ginia, as the more 
appropriate one, should be preserved, the more 110, AB there eziete another 
T. uteri.!f of Ilaliday,'' 
NEW BUSINESS. 
On motion, the thanks of thA Society were unanimously tendered tn 
Wm. H. Edwards, Esq., of Newburgh, N. Y., for the large and beau-
tiful collection of European Moths, presented by him this evening. 
ELF.CTIONB. 
On ballot, Mr. Tryon Reakirt. of Philadelphia, was elected a Re,n·. 
dent ~lleml,er, and the following persons were elected Oorre91ooding 
JJ/ember, of the Society :-
F. W. Tepper, of Brooklyn, N. Y. 
R. W. Keonicott, of the Grove, Cook Co., IIJ. 
Edward Tatnall, Jr., of Wilmington, Del. 
Henry S. Sprague, of Buff'alo, N. Y. 
' 
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DtlOriptioJl of oenaill apeolN of DIVBSAL LBPIDOPTDA fou4 wltlwl tile 
llmlta of tile Vllite4 ltatea u4 Britiall Amerio&. :lo. I. 
BY WM. H. EDWARDS, Nr.w■noa. Nsw YoH. 
I. hrllGUiua &yii, nov. ap. 4. Lye<Ot4 .,b,ica, noT. ap. 
2. Coliaa CAriatina, nov. ap. ~- Mditaa Tua11a, nov. 11p. 
ll. Coliaa Helena, nov. ep. 6. Antiocaria A""°IIOiclu, Boied. 
7. CAiollObtu Clary2:Ua, Doubleday. 
PABNABBIUB SAYII, nov. sp. 
Femak, 2i inches. Upper side: primaries white, with a broad semi-
transparent margin which encloses a transverse row of white, lunular 
spots; base black : a large rounded spot in the cell, another nearly 
same size on the arc, and a patch on the inner margin : between the 
cell and the sub-marginal row are three white spots running from the 
coeta, each surrounded with black ; no red spot; fringe of both wings 
white with black points at the tipa of the nervures. 
Secondaries white, with a narrow semi-transparent margin, and a 
sub-marginal row of black lunules; base and abdominal margin to the 
end of the body deep black, sending out a hook which puses around 
~he extremity of the cell ; a large pink spot on the coeta, another on 
the disk, both edged with black : on the abdominal margin, below the 
black space, are two small connected black spots, placed transversely, 
each enclosing a pink spot 
Under side : primaries as above ; on secondaries are four black spots 
acl'088 the base, each marked with a few pink scales; the black spots 
on the abdominal margin re-appear aa three separated spots, the middle 
one largest and triangular, each showing a few pink scales. 
Body black above, below covered with yellow hairs; at the extremity 
of the abdomen a horny pouch shaped aa in .Nomion: palpi yellow: 
antenna, yellowish with fine black rings: club black. 
From the Society's collection. Taken at Pike's Peak. 
I am not certain whether this species may not be the one taken for 
Nomion, which is a Siberian species, said in the . British Museum Cata-
logue to be found in the Rocky Mountains and California. I have 
examined several specimens of the true .Nomion, and it is described 
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and figured by Boieduval in his Species General, vol. 1. Although 
there are some points of resemblance between the two, the differences 
are decided. They are much alike in the general color, in the shape 
of the black abdominal border, and of the horny pouch of the abdo-
men ; but the present species is much smaller in size, with no red spots 
on primaries, or at the base of secondaries above ; the fringe is not 
alternate black and white: as in Nomion, and there are several other 
points of difference. Nomioo is a conspicuous species, from its large 
size and the number and briJliancy of the red spots on both wings. 
CoLIA8 CHRISTINA, nov. sp . 
.Male. Expands 2r1-a inch. Upper side: primaries bright yellow, 
with a large, deep-orange patch on the disk, which reaches neither the 
coat.a nor the base, and occupies about one-half the space inside the 
border; the border is broad, black, crossed by the yellow nervures 
nearly or quite to the margin, and resembles 0. Euryth.eme in the out-
line of its inner edge ; disoal spot small and black ; edge of oosta rose-
red. 
Secondaries lemon yellow with a paler orange patch which is con-
fined to the outer limb, reaching neither the C08ta nor abdominal mar-
gin ; the border narrow, with a very even inner edge, also crossed by 
the yellow nervures; discal spot large, deep-orange; fringe of both 
wing long, rose-red. 
U oder side : primaries same yellow, the basal half pale-orange ; cos-
t.al margin sprinkled with fine black scales; between the nervules 
three or four sub-marginal brown points or clusters of scales; discal 
spot as above. 
Secondaries more greenish, covered uniformly with fine black scales; 
an obsolete sub-marginal row of brown points; discal spot small, round, 
silver-white, in a reddish brown circlet about which are a few scales of' 
same color; a few rosy scales at the base; fringe and cost.al edge of 
each wing rose-red ; palpi pale yellow; legs and antenn~ rosy ; club 
blackish. • 
In three specimens out of four there were no traces of the sub-mar-
ginal points. 
Female . Expands 2r"u inches. Upper side wholly pale yellow, 
without a border; discal spots as in the male, that of secondaries beinl? 
more yellowish ; fringes rose-red. 
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U oder side paler and immaculate, excepting the diacal spots; the 
bual half of primaries brownish yellow instead of onoge ; otherwise 
like the male. 
Taken at the portage of Slave River, by Mn. Bemard C. Roa, late 
of Fort Simpson, for whom I have the honor to name this floe species. 
CoLIAB HU.ENA~ DOV. sp. 
Mak. Expands llu inch. Upper side greenish yellow, deepest 
colored on secondaries, sprinkled with black on the costa of primaries 
and at the base of the wings; border of primaries broad, black, much 
advanced on the costa, not c,rossed by yellow nervures ; that of secon-
daries of medium width, short, terminating midway on the margin; 
both borders erose on inner edge ; primaries have a slender, black, 
discal mark ; secondaries only an indistinct pale point , fringes rose-red. 
Under side: primaries in color much as above. with a similar discal 
mark; secondaries dark greenish yellow, covered with fine black scales; 
discal spot small, round~ silver-white, with no border; at the base a 
few rosy scales ; body black above, yellow beneath; collar rosy ; palpi 
yellow with rosy hairs at extremity; legs and antenn,e rotJy; club 
brown. 
F,.mule. Expands 1.10 inch. Upper side soiled white with a slight 
green tinge; primaries have brownish-black border, very broad at the 
apex, terminating in a point at the inner angle, the inner edge on the 
inferior nervules emarginated ; secondaries have a narrow border at 
outer angle only ; discal spots as in the male ; fringes rose-red. 
G oder side : primaries same whit.c as above. the apex and costal 
margin washed with yellow; secondaries u in the male. 
From )lackensie's River, taken by Mrs. R08s. 
LYC&NA AllICA, nov. sp. 
Jlak. Expands lr 1u inch. Cpper side silvery-blue, brownish along 
the margins, with a nafl'OII', straight discal mark on primaries; fringe 
white. l1' oder side gl088y greyish w bite; primaries have a narrow diecal 
mark and a curved row of six minute black spots acr088 the disk; secon-
dariea have a nearly straight row of five minute spots, besides two on 
the OOBta, one of which is in the middle, the other near the base. all 
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edged with white ; there is also a sub-margnial row of ,point.s and small 
brown lunules, t10metimes obsolete. 
From Mackenzie's River, by Mrs. Ro~,. 
)h:LlT..tEA TEXANA, DOV. sp. 
M,1/l!. Expands llo inch. Upper side blackish brown, mottled 
with fuh-ous at the base of the wings, and sprinkled with small white 
spots; these form, on prin1aries, an interrupted sub-marginal line, and 
an abbreviated line of three spots from the costa, besides five or six 
others irregularly placed; on secondaries, a bent line acroes the disk and 
a sub-marginal row of faint crescents; fringe blackish, except in the 
emarginations, where it is white. 
U oder side : primaries ochrey-yel1ow next the base, and beyond, dark 
brown ; the apex and hind margin paler brown ; a su\.-marginal row of 
crescents; the white spots re-appear qf larger size. 
E!ecoodaries buff next the base, reticulated with reddish-brown lines; 
a white band cl'088e8 the disk corresponding to the spots on upper side ; 
beyond to margin clouded with brown, with a row of crescents, the 
third from the anal angle 1arge8t and whitish, all RUrmounted by black-
ish spots. 
Texas . 
.A.:'fTBOOARIS AusoNOIDEB, Boiaduval: mentioned in deacription of 
.A. S,ira. Ann. Soc. Ent., X. p. 286. 2d Ser. 
Mc,k. Expands Ir\ inch. Upper side white; primaries have the 
apex blackish, enclosing a white patch on the costa and two or ihree 
white rays along the ends of the nervules; cost.a slightly sprinkled 
with black; a black, narrow, sinuous spot ou the arc; fringe alternate 
white and black. 
Secondaries have a mottled appearance from their transparency ; 
fringe white with black points at the ends of the nenules. 
U oder side: primaries as above, except that the apex is faintly clouded 
with dul1 green ; secondaries mottled with dull green disposed in three 
jagged, transverse bands and a demi-band on the inner side between 
the marginal and central ; the marginal band llecply scolloped ; the 
bands more or less connected. 
Femak. A little larger, resembles the male. 
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California, from Dr. H. Behr. Y oucon River, from )Ir. R. W. 
Kennicott. Pike's Peak, in the Society's collection. 
The resemblance to Au.s01da is very close, but not more so than to 
Tagis or to Simplo-ni,11, two other European species. 
CHJONOBAS CHRYXUS, Doubleday: figured in Genera of Diurnal Lepi-. 
doptera, but not described. 
~Vak. Expands 2 inches. Upper side: primaries brown, with a 
broad, oohrey yellow band across the nervules, not reaching the costa; 
within this band are two round, black spots, the upper one largest and 
between the discoidal nervules; the other minute, between the second 
and third median nervules. 
Secondaries oohrey ye How, bordered with brown at the outer angle; 
a minute black spot near the anal angle; fringe of both wings alternate 
black and whitish. 
Under side: primaries paler, the upper spot reproduced, and ha'!ing 
a white pupil; the whole wing, except the band, marked by fine, dark 
brown streaks, at the apex and on the costa interspersed with white. 
Secondaries mottled with brown and white, the latter color predomi-
nating next the base; a broad, sinuous band crosses the disk, darkest 
on the edges; the minute spot reproduced. 
Femak. A little larger, of an uniform duJl ochrey yeJlow; prima-
ries have three spots, the two outer ones with white pupils. 
Taken near Pike's Peak; from the Society's CoHection. 
The female of this species much resembles the female of 0. Ta.1/!l"''', 
from Labrador. 
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Ll1t of the •onh Amerieu 1peole1 of JIOIDVI ucl APATBVI. 
BY E. T, CRESSON, 
The great difficulty that hu attended the discrimination of the Eu-
ropean Bombi, on account of the many variations, will doubtless be 
experienced with our own species, until a correct knowledge of them 
is obtained. A mere examination or comparison of the specimens will 
not surmount this difficulty,-their haunts must be examined, and the 
only way in which the species and their varieties can be correctly 
separated, is either by capturing or breeding the individuals from their 
nest.a. As yet no such information has been obtained of our species, 
and to make a beginning, we must do the best we can in separating 
them by examining and comparing specimens, until we obtain by expe-
rience ituch knowledge as will enable us to produce a correct division 
of these insects. It is my purpose, therefore, in this paper, to give a 
list of our species with their characters, together with a few notes 
which may be of service to future monographist.s of this group. 
Gen. JIOIDVI Latr • 
..8olllha Latr. Hist. Nat. Ina. ziv, G3. (1802). 
Brt111va Jurine, Hym p. 2~9. (1807). 
The latest, best and most detailed description of the characters of 
this widely distributed genus, is thus given by Mr. Smith, in his Oata-
l<>fl1ll oft~ Bee, of Grea.t Bn:tain, (p. 207) :-
" Body oblong and densely pubescent. Head aubtriangular. A11teftncz geni-
culated, filiform, longer than the head. Octlli placed in a alight curve in a 
tran1ver1e impre!llion on the vertex. Labrum transverse, ita anterior margin 
ciliated. Mandiblu stout, grooved exteriorly towarda their apez, which is 
rounded. Ldiial palpi four-jointed; the first joint elongate, longer than the 
mentum, the second joint about one-fourth aa long u the first, ciliated at the 
&ides; the third and fourth joints minute, placed outllide and near the apez of 
the second joint. Paragloaa« short, broad, and rounded at their apex. Laf>i•"" 
linear, very pubescent, and about one-third longer than the labial pal pi. Ma.%-
illary pa/pi two-jointed. · Superior u,inga with one marginal and three 1ubmar-
ginal cells, the second submarginal cell much narrowed towards the marginal, 
receiviug the first recurrent nervure about the middle ; the third submarginal 
narrowed towards the margin11l, receiving the second recurrent nervure near 
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it• apex. Po,terior l~, in thefemalu have 011 the upper and under margins of 
the tibire externally, a dense fringe ofatiff hairs, forming a corbicula or pollt-n-
baaket; the ezterior surf1h:e of the tibire smooth, shining, and broadly dilated; 
the basal joint of the tarsi elongate. broad, flattened, and slightly concave ex-
teriorly, deeply notched at the bast-, forming a stout t->oth; tht> exterior mar-
gins ciliatt>d with short stiff haini; the claws bifid. In the ffl4lu the tongue ia 
more elongate and slend&r; the mandible!! ban a df!nse fringe of curled hair 
on their inferior margin■; the antenna, are more slender ., and longer; the pos-
terior tibia, are not furnished with a corbicula, and are slightly thickened; the 
ba■al joint of the posterior tarsi not notched at the baae; the abdomen baa an 
additional segment, and the antennie an additional joint." 
The difference in the shape of the posterior tibia, and first joint of 
the posterior tarsi of the males, will more easily distinguish it from the 
female sex, as it is often troublesome to count the joints of the antenna, 
and the segments of the abdomen; but a very conspicuous character 
with which to diRtinguish the sex, and for which, apparently original, 
observation, I am indebted to Benj. D. ,valsh, Esq., of Rock Island, 
Ill., is the difference in the shape of the tarsal claws :-in the male the 
inner tooth of the claw is almost as long as the outer, while in the 
female and worker the inner tooth is very short. This character, as 
far as I have observed, is constant. 
Between the female and the -u~orker, there seems to be no external 
characters, excepting size, by which to distinguish them, the worker 
being the t1mallest, and yet in a large series of some of our common 
species, the size gradually diminishes from the largest female to the 
,nuallest worker, making it quite impossible to divide them without 
more explicit characters. However, as there seems to be some confu-
l'lion of opinion amongst authol'I!, regarding the difference in size be-
tween the females and the workers, and in the absence of any satisfac-
tory solution of the matter, it may be interesting to cite here a few pas-
iq1ges on this subject. Reaumur (Ins. vi.) says:-"The nests seldom 
contain more than f,O or 60 inhabitants; these are of different sizes: 
the females, of which there is more than one in a nest, are the largest, 
and probably alone survive the winter; the males are of the middle 
§ize, as is aleo one description of working-bees, or neuters; the other 
neuters are the smallest, no bigger than the hive bee. These two sorts 
of neuters, it is most likely, are appropriated to different kinds of work; 
t.he Jarge.'lt being the iJtrongest, and the others the most lively, active 
and expert." Huber (Tran~. Linn. Soc. Lond. 1802, vi, p. 218) says: 
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"The males of Bombi are always smaller than their females; the dif-
ference is greater or less according to the species; in some, the females 
are at least double the size of the males, in others they are only a few 
lines longer. The size of the wales and the females scarcely varies in 
each species, but the workers have not so fixed and uniform a size; 
some are so small that they would not be taken for Bombi ; others are 
so large that one would be tempted to take them rather for females 
than for workers; oevertbelesa their size is never equal to that of the 
mothers, and a glance of the eye is sufficient to compare them, and to 
put each one in the place which it ought to occupy." Again, on p. 
284, he says:-" The form of the maxilla, of the female is entirely 
like that of the worker; its legs are equally capable <>f being charged 
with pollen, the colors of both are Erenerally distributed in the same 
manner upon all parts of the body; it appears, that if to so many rela-
tions, we add that of fecundity, we shall make of the workers as many 
small females; for the difference of size is the only exterior character 
by which they can be distinguished." And again, on p. 290, he says:-
" Among the workers there were assuredly small feµ1ales, which I should 
have recognized, if I had been able to find in them any distinctive cha-
racter." St. Fargeau (Hym. i, 448) says:-" When the birth of a cer-
tain number of workers has made the work more easy, and the arrival 
of provision!!! more active, comes the period when t.be l\lother Humble-
Bee lays eggs of males and at the same time eggs of females. These 
females, at least some of them, acquire a 11ize much above that of the 
mother, founder of the nest. They are in this respect intermediate 
between the latter, and the small barren workers, which first came into 
the world. Like the workers they share in the common labors, and, 
like their mother, they become fecundated by connection with the males 
born at the same period as themselves. These males are also smaller 
than the males which will be born at the end of the summer. * * * * 
Then the population increases in proportion to the number of these 
young females, of medium size, which have just been hatched; the 
number of males especially appears to increase rapidly, which would 
lead me to believe that they gave birth to males only. The female 
founder continues nevertheleAS her laying, and, towards the end of 
August, there are raised, in each nest, several females of the largest 
size (from three to eight, as far as I have been able to see). It is these 
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which will pasa the winter, benumbed by the oold, and which are des-
tined to the subsequent propagation of the species in the following 
year." 
Thus it seems that Reaumur and Huber consider all workers, except 
the largest females, while St. Fargeau seems to think that all are females 
except the smallest, which he calls the workers. 
The opinion of St. Fargeau is probably the most correct, although 
there is no doubt that the workers vary in size as well as the femalea. 
An eumination of the sexual organs, however, may show some differ-
ences of structure between· the two sexes. 
Our species of Bombtu are quite numerous, and many of ·them very 
handsome. 
The following table may facilitate the determination of the species:-
* 'l'lwrax above entirel/J yellou,iil&. 
§ Abdomen yellowish and black. 
t Apez black. 
lat aegment yellow .............................................................. Sp. 1-Z. 
2d aegment yellow ............. . ...................................... . .......... Sp. 3. 
lat and 2d segments yellow ......................................... . ........ Sp. ,. 
lat, 2d and 3d segments yellow ............................................. Sp. 6. 
Mixed with black and yellow ............................................... Sp. I. 
ff .Apcz ~ trr wAiti.tA. 
Fint 3 eegments yellow ............................ ........................... Sp. T. 
§§ Abdomen entirely yellowish-white in certain light.A ........... sp. ti. 
** Thorax above yelJmoiah, banded with black. 
§ Abdomen whitish or yellowish and black. 
t Apu: black. 
Fint 5 aegmentl! yellow ............. .............................. ......... Sp. 9. 
,, , ,, ,, ................................................... sp. 10-11. 
" 3 •• •• .. ........................ ······ ••···•••• ............ 8p. 12-121. 
" 2 •• " ............................................... ······8p. 14-11. 
Third aegment yellowish ..... .................................. . ........... Sp. 17. 
Fourth " " ........ . ..... ......................... ..... . ...... Sp. 18--19. 
tt Apcz 10Aite or ydlowiah-10Aiu. 
Firat 3 aegments black, remainder white. . .... Sp. 10. 
lat, 2d and •th segments black ............... :········ ....... . .... : •. .•• Sp. Zl. 
let, 3d and ,th " " ...... ........ . •.•• Sp. 22. 
lat, 4th and 6th •• •........ . ......... ........ . . ... . .. Sp . 23. 
lt1t and •th . ........ ......... ............ Sp. U. 
·································· 
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§§ Abdomen yellow, reddish or fulvou and black. 
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3cl, •th or 6th eeginenta black ............................................ Sp. 2>-29. 
tt Apez black. 
let and 2d eegmenta yellow and reddish ; rest black ............ Sp. 30. 
lat segment yellow, 2d, 3rd and part of 4th reddiah ....••.•.... 8p. 31. 
let and part of 4th aegmeota yellow, 2d ancl 3rd reddiah •...•• Sp. 32. 
•• " " " 2d, 3d 4 part of 4th reddiah .. Sp. 33. 
lat and 4th aegmenta yellow, 2d and .3rd reddiah ................. 8p. 3•. 
lat and 2d aegmenta yellow, 3rd and 4th reddiah ........•.....••• Sp. 36. 
§§f Abdomen entirely yellowish or reddish, or both. 
Anterior half yellow, posterior reddiah ................ .............. Sp. 36. 
2d and 3rd aegments reddish ...........................•........•......•. Sp. 37. 
3d and 4th " " •........•.....•.................... .•....... Sp. 38. 
All yellowish except anus ........ ......................................... Sp. 39. 
*** Thorax above black. 
Abdomen with the fint 3 segment, more or leu yellow or red Sp. ,0-u. 
" reddish, except the tat and laat aegmente ............. Sp. 43. 
'' all black ... ......................................................... Sp. 44. 
·1. B. Vlrgbliou. 
Apu Yirginicua Oliv. Encycl. Meth. Ina. iv, p. 66. (1789}. 
1 Apia griMo-collia De Geer, Mem. Ina. iii, p. 676, pl. 28, fig. 13-U. ( 1773); 
Oliv. Encycl. Meth. Ina. iv, p. H. (1789) . 
.Botnha Virginicua Fabr. Syat. Pies. p. 3•6. (ISO•); St. Farg. Hym. i, p. ,10. 
(1836); Kirby, Faun. Bor. Am. iv, p. 274. (1837); Smith, Brit. Mus. Cat. 
Hym. ii, p. 398. (186•}; Greene, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. vii, p. 170. 
(1860). 
Femak. Head black, clothed more or less with yellowish hairs 
above the antenn~. Thorax above and on the sides pale yellow, more 
sparse on the disk. Wings vary from sub-hyaline to violaceous. Legs 
black, except the base of the femora beneath which is sometimes 
clothed with yellowish hairs; tarsi brown, basal joint rufous on the 
inner side. Abdomen with the first segment above pale yellow, re~ 
mainiog segments black; sometimes the anterior margin of the second 
segment in the middle, is sparsely clothed with short yellowish hairs. 
Beneath black. Length 9-12 lines. 
Worker. Differs from the female only in size, and undergoes the 
aame variations in color. Length 5-7 lines. 
Mak. Head clothed above and below the antennm with yellowish, 
intermixed with a few black hairs; eyes very large and prominent. 
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Thorax above and on the sides tawny-yellow. Wings subhyaline, more 
or less em browned. T~egs black; temora beneath clothed with long 
yellowish hairs. Abdomen with t.he first segment above yellowish; 
anterior part of the second segment in the middle yellowish or yellow-
ish-brown ; remaining segments black. Beneath black, more or less 
mixed with yellow. Lerigth 7-9 lines. 
A very common species. Fif\y ( 18 9 , 24 V , 8 $ ) specimens examined. 
Can., Conn., N. Y., Del., Pa., D.C., Ill., llo., Mis.11., Tex. (Coll. Ent. 
Soc. Phila., and Mr. E. Norton.) 
I have with some doubts placed De Geer's Api, griseo-colli, as a 
synonym of this species. De Geer says:-" The Bees of this specieH, 
which are of a medium size and very hairy, although less upon the ab-
domen than elsewhere, have been found in Pennsylvania by M. Acre-
lius, where they make their nests in the ground. I have only the 
workers and the males. Their color is black, but the thorax and a 
part of the anterior portion of the abdomen are entirely covered with 
hairs of a yellowish-gray, or olive color. The wings are brown und 
shining, and the eyes of a dusky brown. The male is large, with large 
eyes which cover almost the whole of the head, as is usual in all the 
male Bees. The upper lip is yellow, and the black color of the abdo-
men and of the legs is shining, and approaches so1uewhat a deep blue. 
The working Bee, which is of the usual form of the Humble-Bees, is 
much smaller than the male; its upper lip is black like the rest of the 
head, and the black color of the abdomen and of the legs has no blue 
shade." The figure given by De Geer, of his species, represents the 
abdomen u being entirely black. Olivier seems to have seen De Geer's 
species, and thinks it distinct from his .Apia Vt"r,qinica, previously de-
scribed. Therefore, if griseo-<"ollu and YirginicU.6 should prove to be 
the same species, which is quite probable, then the former name must, 
according to priority, take precedence. 
In defence of the synonomy of B. Virginir.u,, given above, I have to 
aay, that the briefness of the Linnean and Fabriciao descriptions of Apui 
Vir9inica are such, that it is impossible to say, with any degree of cer-
tainty, whether they refer to our common BonibtU Virg,'.nicua or X!Jlo-
r.opa Fir91°nica, both species having the thorax and basal segment of 
the abdomen yellowish. lo 1770, Drury described and figured (lllust. 
Ins. 1, p. 96, pl. 43, fig. l) a species, without name, which, according 
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to the description and figure, is certainly our common Xyloco-pa or car-
penter-bee. During the next year, Linnieus, in his " Manti888 PJant-
arum/' gives Drury's species the name of Apu Virginiea, and de-
:,1cribes it thus:-" hirmt,, pallida, abdomine, exceplo primo s,.gme,ito, 
n.tro." Fabricius, in his Syat. Ent., and Jc~nt. Syst., and Gmelin, in ed. 
Linn. Syst. Nat., give the same description of Apis Virgim("tt, quoting 
Drury's description and figure, and as if they had not seen the insect: 
they give no additional characters, and we are: therefore, obliged t.o 
give these quotations as referring t.o Jt.jjloc,pa Yirginica. Olivier, in 
Encycl. )Jeth. (1789), although he quotes all former dettcriptions of 
Apis J"'irgircica, gives us in a very few words, the first indication of the 
existence of Bomb,is Virginicm, having, no doubt, had that species 
before him when he wrote his description, because he says that the 
/,,ml is black, ,,.ith a feic 9,dlmr hairs in front, which is the case with 
the Bommi$, but not with the Xywcopa Virg·inir.a. In 1804, Fabri-
cius in his Syst. Piez. creates the genus Bombtu and places Drury's 
~pecies in that genus; he also describes under the genus Centris, a 
!ipecies which he calls Carolina, and which is nothing more or less 
than the same species as described by Drury. We are then to suppose 
that his Bombw, Virgin.icw is the Apu Virginica of Olivier, and not 
of Drury and Linnieus, whom he quotes. Mr. Say, in Bost. Journ. 
(1837): doubting the accuracy of Fabricius in placing his Carolina in 
the geoUB Centris, made an examination of the generic characters and 
found it to be a X9wcopa, a genus created by Fubricius in the same 
volume in which he describes his l'e11tris Carolina. Mr. Say gives a 
description of both sexes of this species, but allows it to retain the 
name of Carolina, and quoteit Drury's Virqinica (which was described 
over 30 years before) u a synonym. Mr. Westwood, in his new edition 
of Drury's work ( 1837), transfers the Apis Virginica of Drury to the 
genus X.IJlocopa, and quotes Fabricius' Bombtu Virginicm, Syst. Piez., 
as the same thing. Finally, Mr. Smit-h, in his British Museum Cata-
logue of Hymenoptera, ii, p. 362 (1854 ), quotes both Drury's and 
Fabricius' species as distinct; to the former he gives the same refe-
rences as he gives to Bomb-us l'irginic11s on p. 3U8, and indicates that 
both X!Jlocopa l'ir9i11ica (Drury), and X9locopa Carolina ( Fabr.), 
as distinct species, are in the Collect-ion of the British Museum. Amid 
aU this confusion, our only course is to fall back on what little proof we 
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have, and transfer all references of .Api, Virgmtca, preYious to that of 
Olivier, to Xylocopa, and place the disconry of B°"""" VirginlCIU to 
the credit of Olivier, who gave the first indication with which we are 
able to separate it from the .Apia Virginira of Drury, Linneus and 
Fabricius. Therefore, I offer the following as, probably, a more correct 
,·iew of the synonymy of the latter species. 
XYLOCOP.l VJROIKIC.A. 
Apu Virginica Drury, Illu1t. E:r;ot. Ina. i, p.1111, pl. ,3, l. t (1'770); Lion. Kant. 
Plant.. p. 540. (1771); Gmelin, ed. Lion. Syat. Nat. p. 2784; Fabr. 8y11L 
Ent. p. 380. (1775); Ent. Byal ii, p. 318. (1793). 
Centri.t Carolina Fabr., 8y1t. PieL p. 357. (1804). 
Xywcopa Carolina Bay, Boat. Jour. i, p. 412. (1837); St. Farg., Hym. ii, p. 
207. (1841}; Smith, Brit. Mus. Cat., Hym. ii, p. 383. (1854). 
Xywcopa Virginica We1tw., edit. prury, lllu1t. Exot. Ins. i, pl. -l3. fig. 1. 
(1837); Smith. Brit. Mus. Cat., Hym. ii, p. 382. (1854). 
:t B. impatieu. 
Botnha ifflpntieu Harrie, Cat. Ina. Kua. 2d edit. 
J/ak. Head black, with a mixture of yellowish hairs below the 
antenna, and on the cheeks and vertex. Thorax pale yel1owish. Wings 
hyaline. Legs black, with pale hain at base of the femora beneath. 
Abdomen with the fint segment above pale yellow; remaining segment& 
black. Beneath sparsely clothed with yellowish bain. Length 7 linell. 
Female and v.orker not seen. 
Seven specimens, Can., Conn., Pa., Ill., Mo. (Coll. Ent. Soc. Phil., 
and E. Norton.) 
The coloration of this species is so much like that of B. Virgintcu,, 
that, at first, I supposed it to belong to that species, but the males above 
described are so different from what I have taken for the males of 
B. Virginic-u., that they can scarcely be of the same species. A speci-
men in the collection of Mr. Norton, labelled B. i,npatiem, waa com-
pared with specimens so named in the Harris collection, and the above 
description made from it. It may be that this species and the males 
of B. Virginicul are mixed up, but until we have more conclusive evi-
dence of their identity, it is probably best to keep them separated. 
3. B. lbr7l&lldio111. 
Apia Marylandic4 Fabr. Ent. 8y1t. Suppl. p. 273. 
Bolllka Marylartdiau Fabr. Sy1t. Piez. p. 3,11. 
"Large. Head black, labium ferruginou. Antenna, black, first 
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article ferruginous. Thorax hairy, ferruginom. Abdomen hairy, 
black, second segment yellow. Posterior legt1 very hairy. Win~ 
blackish-violaceous. Bab. America.'' 
Unknown to me. Is it a Bomlnul 
, .......... 
BoMha vagcu Smith, Brit. Ku■• Cat. Hym. ii, p. 399. 
Femak. Head black, of\en more or less yellow on the vertex. Tho-
rax above and on the sides yellow, sometimes slightly intermixed with 
black between the wings. Wings fusco-hyaline. Legs black ; in some 
specimens the base of the fcmora below have a few yellowish hairs ; 
tarsi brown. Abdomen with the first two segments above yellowish, 
remaining segments black, except .in two specimens which have the 
apical segment slightly mixed with yellow. Beneath black. Length 
8-12 lines. 
Worker. Colored as the female. Length 6-i lines. 
Mak. Head yellowiRh, slightly mixed with black, with a thick tun. 
of bright yel1ow in front below the antennae. Thorax above and on 
the sides pale yellow. Wings subhyaline, faintly clouded on the apical 
margins. Legs black; femora clothed beneath with yellowish hairs. 
Abdomen with the first two segments above pale yellow; remaining 
segments black, except the apical one, which is sometimes mixed with 
yellowish. Beneath clothed with yellowish hairs. Length 6-8 lines. 
Forty-two (14 2, 19 V, 9 ti) specimens examined, from various lo-
calities :-Can., Me., Conn., Pa., N. J., Del., D. C., Va., Ill. cnoll. 
Ent. Soc. Phil. and E. Norton.) 
5. B. perpleru n. 11p. 
Mak. Head black, with a tuft of pale hairs in front below the aQ-
tennm; vertex yellowish. Thorax bright honey-yellow. Wings hya-
line, apical margins faintly clouded. Legs black; hue of femora be-
neath yellowish. Abdomen with the three bual segments bright honey-
yellow, the third segment having a slight admixture of black ; remain-
ing segments black. Beneath black, slightly mixed with yellowish. 
Length 8 lines. • 
Femak and worlur not seen. 
One specimen. Connecticut. (Coll. Mr. E. Norton.) 
This species closely resembles B. Hudl40flr"ctu, but the form of the 
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body is more elongate and not so compact as that of the latter speciei.;i, 
and the color is much brighter. 
II. B. bimaoulatua n. sp. 
Male. Head black, mixed with yellowish on the face and vertex. 
Thorax honey-yellow. Wings sub-hyaline, slightly stained with yellow-
ish. Legs black, clothed with yellowish hair, especially on the femora 
beneath. Abdomen with the whole of the first segment above, and 
the second, except a few black hairs on the middle and a round black 
spot on each side, pale honey-yellow; the fourth segment mixed with 
black and yellow; the third and apical segments black. Beneath yel-
lowish hairy. Length 7 t lines. 
Female and morker unknown to me. 
One specimen. Connecticut (Coll. Mr. E. Norton.) 
7. B. Huclaollicu, n. sp. 
Male. Head with a tuft of yellow hairs in front and on the vertex. 
Thorax above and beneath yellowish. Wings Mubhyaline. Legs black, 
femora beneath clothed with yello.wish hairs. Abdomen with the first 
three segments yellowish above; the remaining segments bhlck, the 
two apical segments having a mixture of pale hairs. Beneath sparsely 
clothed with yellowish hairs. Length 7 lines. 
Female and worlur not seen. 
Two specimens. Hudson's Bay Territory. (Coll. E. Norton.) 
8. B. palli4u n. sp. 
Female. Head black, with fuscous hairs at the insertion of the au-
tenme and on the vertex. Thorax above and beneath pale ochraceous! 
shading into pale fuscous posteriorly. Wings dark fuscous, tinged with 
violaceous. Legs black, thickly clothed with short pale hairs; tar.-:i 
pale, inner side of basal joint golden in certain lights. A bdomeu above 
pale ochraceous, base of the first, and the three apical segments shaded 
into pale fuscous. Beneath black, sparsely clothed with short pale hain-. 
Length 11 lines. 
Worker and ma'le not seen. • 
One specimen. St. Louis, Mo. (Coll. E. Norton.) 
In taking a dorsal view of this singular species, with the head turned 
from us, the upper surface of tile thorax behind the insertion of the 
wings, the base of the first, and the three apical segments of the ah-
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domen are pale fuscous. If we turn it around, with the head towards 
us, this color disappears, and the whole surface seems to be pale ochra-
oeous with a silky gl088. In examining this specimen, it occurred to 
me that it might be a very faded specimen of our common B. PeM!Jl-
vanicwc, for if we convert the pale fuscous into black, and the pale 
ochraceous into yellow, we will have the exact coloration, superiorly, 
of that species; but the hairs of the legs being pale ochraceous, and 
with the sericeous appearance of the insect, would be sufficient, in my 
estimation, to render it distinct, and it would scarcely be possible for 
the colors to change so greatly, particularly so, as the specimen, appa-
rently, has ne,·er been in spirits. 
9. B. boreali1. 
Bomblu borealia, Kirby, Faun. Bor. Amer. -1. p. 272. 
·' Body clothed underneath with black, above with tawny hairs. 
Face and vertex with a tuft of yellowish ones; thorax, between the 
wings, with a black hairy band; wings somewhat embrowned, with 
black ncrvures; legs black; abdomen above with a thick coat of tawny 
hairs palest at the base; anuic black. Length of body 8 lin~. Taken 
with B. sylvicola." 
In the collection of the Entomological Society there is a single female 
specimen from Canada (kindness of :Mr. Saunders), which answers to 
the above description, except that the abdomen beneath is sparsely 
clothed with yellowish hairs, and the length of the body is 9 lineK. I 
do not feel justified in separating them. 
10. B. ftnidu1. 
Api11feni.da Fabr. Ent. Syst. Suppl. p. 274. 
Bombuafervidiu Fabr. Sy!lt. Piez. p. 3a2; St. Farg. Hym. I, p. .no. 
Pemale. Head black. Thorax anteriorly and pleura yellow; a black 
band between the wings. Scutellum yellow. Wings fusco-hyaline, 
~lightly tinged with violaceous. Legs black. Abdomen above yellow, 
excepting the two apical segments which are black. Beneath black. 
Length 10 lines. 
Variety. The yellow color deeper, the black band between the 
wings is broader, and the face and ,·ertex is clothed with pale yellow 
hairs. 
ltrJr!·er. Colored same as the female. Length 6-7 linet1. 
JlttlP.. Head yellow in front and on the vertex. Thorax above tawny-
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yellow. mixed with black on the pleura; a broad black band between 
the win~. Wings subhyaline. Legs black, s_lightly mixed with yel-
lowish on the femora beneath. Abdomen with the first four and the 
p~terior margin of the fifth segments above tawny-yellow, the remain-
ing segments black. Beneath yellowish. Length 7 lines. 
Twenty-seven ( 14 2 , 10 V , 3 ti ) specimens examined. Van., Conn., 
N. Y., Penn., Del., Va., Ks., and Utah. (Coll. Ent. Soc. Phil., and 
14:. Norton.) 
I have seen no specimens so large as mentioned by St. Far~eau.-ta 
lines. 
11. B. Peu7lvuiou. 
Ap~ Pcnsyli:anica De Ucn, llem. iii. p. jj.",, pl. 28, f. 12. (1773). 
Api., AmcriraMrum Fabr. i;:yi1t. Ent. p. :i~o. (1775); Ent. 8y1t. ii, p. 319. (179:J): 
Oliv. J,;ncycl. Mi>th. iv, p. 66. (17119). 
JJ,,mblUf American11rum Fal,r. Syst. Piez. p. 346. (1804); St. Farg. Hym. i, I'· 
.iit. (1830). 
Fwwk.. Head black, often more or les.~ yellow on the vertex. Tho-
rax with its anterior portion above yellow; between the wings black. 
~cutellum black, generally mixed with yellow. Wings blackish-viola-
ceous. Legs black; tarsi brown, basal joint rufous on the inner side. 
' Abdomen with the first segment above generally more or lesM yellow. 
sometimes almost all black; second and third segments yellow, remain-
ing segments black. Length 9-12 Hoes. 
lViwk,:r. Differs in no respect from the female, except in size; in 
<--olor it undergoes the !mme variations. Length 6--8 lines. 
Jl/ale. Head black, intermixed with obscure yellowish on the face 
• and vertex; eyes very large and prominent, almost contiguous on the 
Yertex. Thorax above and on the sides tawny-yellow, with a blackish 
band between the wings; in some specimens the thorax is entirely yel-
lowish. Wings fusco-hyaline, dark.est along the costa and towards the 
hnse. Le1,rs black; hairs of the basal joint of the posterior tarsi pale; 
tarsi brown. Abdomen with the first three segments tawny-yellow, 
Kli~htly mixed with blackish on the base of the first segment; remain-
ing 1-Jegments black. Beneath black, i;parsely clothed with pale hairt-. 
Length 10 lines. 
-'4~ighty specimens examined from Uouu., N. Y., N. J., Penn., Del.. 
)Id., Va .• Ill., Mo., Ks., ~,la., Tex. (Coll. Ent. Soc. Phila., ~j. Norton.) 
This i11 our most common species~ and has generally been knowu 
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and cited by authors as the Ameru:anorum, of Fabriciua, but De Geer 
deecribed it two years previoualy under the name of Pe.u9lvanica, as 
having the scutellum and the first segment of the abdomen all yellow, 
while that of Fabricius had those parts apparently all black. However, 
Lhe series of specimens which I have examined show that they are one 
species, and that the color of the scutellum and the first segment of the 
abdomen vary very much in the mixture of black and yellow. The 
most abundant variety is intermediate between that of the De Geer and 
Fabricius, it having the scutellu1n and the first segment of the abdo-
men more or less mixed with yellow. Olivier was the only one who 
suggested that De Geer's species was a variety of .Ameru:anorum, and 
yet, for some· unknown reason, he allowed the latter name to remain. 
No one since Olivier seems to have taken any notice whatever of De 
Geer's species, nor of Olivier in placing, it as a synonym of .Amt·rirn-
1wru11i. 
Two fine 9 specimens from Florida vary in having the first segment 
of the abdomen above jet-black, with a small patch of yellowish in the 
middle of the posterior runrgin of the segment. 
12. B. IODOl'1ll, 
.&,mbu, aonorua Say, BoeL Journ. Nat. Hiet. i, p. "13. 
" Body yellow; head black; thorax with a broad black band in the 
middle; wings violaceous-black; tergum with the first. second and third 
segments yellow, with others black; beneath black. Length 9 four-
finhs of an inch. Inhabits Mexico.'' 
•· Resembles the fnvidus }'1,br., so closely that it may readily be 
mistaken for it, but that species has only two segments of the tergum 
clothed wit~
1
yellow hair; that of the second one, however, is so much 
elongated as -to conceal a considerable portion of the next segment. 
The color is a much deeper yellow than that of fervidtt." 
U uknown to me. Say is certainly mistaken in stating that fer1•id111, 
has only two segments of the abdomen yellow; it hul! the fin.it four 
segments yellow. 
13. B. Arotlcu. 
Bom!,,iu Ardicua Kirby, Suppl. Parry·e 1st Voy. p. ccxvi. Curti@. Ro~l!· 2n,I 
Voy. Append. p. lxiv. (1824.) 
1 .Apia alpina 0. Fabr. Fn. Gramland, p. Ult. (1780.) 
,; Pf'mal,·. Body covered with long black hairs, but those that clothe 
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the base and apex of the thorax, and the anterior half of the upper side 
of the abdomen, are of a pale yellow. Some black hairs are visible at 
the base of the last yellow segment of this part of the body. The 
antennae are as long as the head. The wings are a little tinged with 
brown, and their nervures are black. The tarsi are covered with short 
reddish hairs. Length 11 lines. 
"Male. )luch smaller than the female. The hairs of the whole 
trunk or intermediate segment of the body, are pale yeJlow intermixed 
with some black ones. The legs, also, particularly the anterior pair, 
are clothed with long yellowish hairs. Length 7 line~.•· 
Arctic America. Unknown to me. 
Mr. Kirby gives his reasons, at some length, for considering this 
species identical with that of 0. Fabr., who mistook his for the Apu 
alpina of Linn~ (See l. c. p. ccxvii), and which species Mr. Smith 
(Bees of Great Britain, p. 22~) quotes as a synomym of B. nivalu 
Dahlb., a species with the apical segments of the abdomen yellow, and 
consequently quite different from B. Arctir.us. 
1-i. B. pleuralh. 
Bombua pleuralia Nyl. Notis. ur Sillak. pro Faun. et Flor. Fenn. FOrh. 1. 231. 
" 9 . Black, thorax anteriorly and pleura yellow; scutellum and two 
first segments of the abdomen yellow. Length 20 millim. 
" i . Same as 9 except that the hairs of the face are yellow ; those 
of the belly mixed with yellowish, and those of the scutellum almost 
all black. Length 14 millim. Sitka." 
Not seen. 
I a. B. N11Ullaril n. ap. 
Fema.k. Head black. Thorax with its anterior portion above and 
on the sides yellow ; a broad black band between the wings. Scutel-
lum yellow. Wings blackiah-violaceous, darkest toward the base. Legs 
black. Abdomen with the two basal segments above yellow ; remain-
ing segments black. Beneath black. Length 13 lines. 
Worker. Excepting size, there is no difference between this and 
the female. Length 9 lines. 
Mak. Not seen. 
Four (2 9, 2 V ,) Fla., TH., (Coll. Kot. Soc. Phil., E. Norton, and 
l'lmith. Inn.) 
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This is a handsome species. It agrees with the description of 
B. pleuralu from Sitka, but besides its larger size, the difference ot' 
locality is so great that I have considered it safe to separate them. 
16. B. Grenl&llcliou. 
BomblUI Gr<ffllandiciu Smith, Brit. Mus. Cat. Hyru. ii, p. 393. 23. 
•• Frmal~. Length 9-10 lines. Black; the pubescence on the fa~e 
black, that on the vertex is also black; the face elongate. Thorax, 
above, anteriorly and posteriorly having a long loose yellow pubescence, 
between the wings a broad band of black ; wings subhyalioe, stained 
with fuscous towards their base; the legs have a black pubescence. 
Abdomen, the two basal l'egments covered with long yellow pubescence, 
the apical ones with black. Hab. Greenland.'' 
Not identified. 
17. B. mecliu n. sp. 
Worker! Head black. Thorax anteriorly pale yellowish, with a 
broad black band between the wings. Scutellum pale yellowish. Wings 
blackish-violaceus. Legs black. Abdomen black, with the third seg-
ment above .pale yellowish. Beneath black. _ Length 7 lines. 
One specimen. Utah. Dr. Suckley. (Coll. Smith. Inst.) 
HI. B. Califonuou . 
.Bon.ha Californicua Smith. Brit. Mus. Cata). Hym. ii, ,oo. 67. 
Femal#J. '' Black; the pubet'cence on the head black, that on the 
thorax before the wings fulvo-ocbraceous, posteriorly and beneath black; 
the legs black; wings fuscous. Abdomen, the pubescence black, ex-
cept that on the fourth segment, which is yellow. Length 10 lines." 
Worker. Same as female, except that the hairs on the head are 
yellow. Length 6 lines. 
J/ak. " The pubescence as in the female, differing only in having 
that on the face yellow. Length 5-6 lines." 
/lab. California. ( ~, Coll. Ent. Soc. Philad.) Fem.ale and mak 
not seen. In the worker the hairs are rather long, and those of the 
third segment of the abdomen above cover the anterior part of the yel-
low of the fourth segment, giving the band of yellow on that segment 
the appearance of being very narrow. 
111. B. dllblu n. ap. 
Worker! Head black. Thorax anteriorly pale yellowish; between 
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the wings black. Scutellum yellowish, mixed with black. Wings fus-
00118. Legs black. Abdomen above black, with the fourth Regment 
yellowish-white. Beneath black. Len~h 7 lines. 
One specimen. ,vestern Kani,as. (Coll. E. Norton.) 
Closely allied to B. Oaliforniciu, but differs by the more elongate 
head, the yellowish scutellum, and in the scape of the antenna, being 
wuch shorter. 
20. JI. ocoideatalil. ~~-
Bombua occidentalu Greene, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y., 7, p. 11 ii 170. 
Female. Head black, with a tuft of yellowish hai1'8 below the an-
tennm Thorax yellow anteriorly and laterally, with a broad black band 
bet.ween the wings. Scutellum yellowish, intermixed with black. Wings 
fU8co-hyaline, nervurcs black. Legs black ; tarsi brown ; corbicula 
golden-yellow. Abdomen above with the first three segments black, 
the apical segments white. Beneath black, with the posterior margin 
of the fifth and sixth segments fringed with whitiRh hairs. Length 
10 lines. · 
Worka. Colored same as the female. Length 7 lines . 
... If ale. Colored same· u the female, except that the hairs on the 
clypeus and vertex are mixed with yellowish, and those of the body 
beneath more or less pale. Length 7-8 lines. 
Forty-two (2 <] , 36 V , 4 i ) specimens examined. California, Puget's 
Sound, Ft. Vancouver, (Coll, Ent. Soc. Phila., E. Norton, and Smith. 
Inst) 
A very pretty species, and seems to be the most common of our 
\Vestern ones. The hairs of the body are rather long, and th08e on 
the third abdominal segment above cover the anterior half of the fourt.h 
segment. 
21. JI. prozimu, n. 11p. ,•r.·, 
Worker 1 Head black. Thorax anteriorly pale yellowish, posteri-
orly black mixed with yellowish. Win~ subhyaline. Lebrs black; 
corbicula pale. Abdomen above black, with the third segmeur. yellow-
ish-white, and the two apical segments white. Beneath black, slightly 
mixed with pale hairs. Length 7 lines. 
One specimen. Utah. Dr. Suckley. (Coll. Smith. Inst.) 
Resembles B. mediu.., but the head is shorter, the body more com-
pact, the wings clear, and the apical segments of the abdomen are white. 
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:?:.?. JI. •o4•tu, n. ep. - ~f, 
1'"'tmale. Head black, slightly mixed with pale hairs on the vertex. 
'fhorax before the wings yellowish-white; remainder black. Wings 
hyaline, faintly clouded on the apical margins. Legs black; inner 
side of the ba&.al joint of posterior tarsi golden in certain lights. Ab-
domen above with the first, third and fourth ( except the posterior mar-
gin) segments black; second yellowish-white; posterior margin of the 
fourth, and the remai,ning segments white. Beneath black. Length 
; lines. 
One specimen. Youcon River, Arctic America. Mr. R. Kennicott. 
( Coll. Smith. Inst.) 
23. JI. teniool&. -
Bombiu krricola Kirby, Faun . Bor. Am. iv, p. 273, Pl. & C. 4 9. 
F,•maf,·. Head black. Thorax with its anterior portion above bright 
yellow, remainder of the thorax black, except a slight admixture of 
yellow on the scutellum. • Wings fusco-hyaline. Legs black; hairs of 
the posterior tibise and the tarsi pale brown. Abdomen with the first, 
fourth and fifth segments above black; second and third bright yellow; 
anus yellowish-white. Beneath black. Length 9i lines. 
Worker. Same as the female, except that the scutellum is altogether 
black~ and the smaller size. l,ength 7 lines . 
• Ila/,,. Unknown to me. 
Two specimens; Canada West, 9 (Coll. Ent. Soc. Phila.), Hudson's 
:&y Territory, ~ (Coll. Mr. E. Norton). 
For the beautiful female specimen, the Society is indebted to Mr. 
William Saunders, of London, U. W. 
!!4. B.Bowardii, n.ap. ,.,.. •. 
Jfa{,,. Head black, mixed with yellow on the face and vertex. Tho-
ru )cmun-yellow above and beneath, with an indistinct blackish band 
between the wing8. Wings hyaline, slightly stained with yellowish; 
nervures brown. Legs black, slightly yellowish on the base of the 
fomora beneath ; hairs of the tibire and tarsi pale brown. Abdomen 
with the first, anterior portion of' the second, and the fourth segments 
above., black; the posterior margin of the second and the whole of the 
third Sf!gments abo,·e lemon-yellow; the three apical segments very 
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pale yellow or a dirty white. Beneath black, sparsely clothed with 
pale hairs. Length 8½ lines. 
F~al~ and worker not seen. 
One specimen. Pike's Peak. (Coll. Ent. Soc. PhiJa.) Collected by 
}Ir. Winslow J. Howard, after whom it is named, and who has already 
discovered in that locality some new and very interesting species of 
Hymenoptera. 
:?5. JI. trigidu. 
Bombwfrigid.w Smith, Brit. Mus. Cat. Hym. ii, p. 391t (1854). 
Bombw <.lirriei Greene, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. vii, p. 170. (1860). 
Fffliak. Head black, mixed with yellowish on the vertex. Thorax 
yellow, with a black band between the winbrs. Wings fusco-hyaline. 
Legs black ; base of femora beneath clothed with yellowish hairs ; cor-
bicula fulvous; tarsi brown, inner side of basal joint rufous. Abdo-
men above with the two basal segment.s yellow; the third black, and 
the remaining segments fulvous or yellowish-fulvous. Beneath black, 
mixed with a few pale hairs. Length 7-8 lines. 
Worker. Colored same as the female. Length 5-6 line~ . 
. lfak Colored same as the female, except that the hairs on the heacl 
and legs are all yeBow. Length 6½ lines. 
l,..arid,y. The black band on the third segment of the abdomen 
above is very indistinct. 
Twenty ( 13 2 , 4 V , 3 o ) specimens examined. Great Slave Lake; 
Youcon River, Arctic America. Mr. Kcnnicott, (Coll. Smith. Inst.) 
Puget's Sound, (Coll. E. Norton). 
The antennm of the male of this species, unlike any other known tu 
me, have the flagellum somewhat suddenly thickened at the base. and 
gradually narrows to the tip. 
In some specimens the hairs of the third dorsal segment of the abdo-
men cover the anterior part of the fourth segment, giving the abdomen 
the appearance of having two black bands. 
The variety of the male has the abdominal segments very much con-
tracted, and the black band on the third segment is so indistinct that 
it would seem to belong to another species, but I think it is merely a 
variation. 
The description of B. Oarriei Greene, answers so well to that of 
B. frigidm, that I have no doubts of their identity. 
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n. B. Klrblellu . 
.so.I>"' Kirbiellu Curii1, Bou' 2nd Voyage, Appt,nd. p. lxii. 
•· Fe,nak. Pl. A, fig. 2.-Black, a broad margin in front of the 
thorax, hinder margin of scutellum, and the abdomen, excepting the 
third segment and the apex, clothed with loug yellow-ochreous hairs; 
wings yellowish, excepting the posterior margin, the nervures piceous; 
inside the tarsi with the pile bright ferruginous; tips of spurs, apical 
joint of\arsi, and base of claws suh-castaneous. Length 10 lines. 
"Neuta. Similar to the female but much smaller, the hairs beyond 
the black on the abdomen are generally orange, and the whole of the 
t&rsi, excepting the basal joint, is sub-castaneous. Length 7 lines. 
"it/ale. Black, antenure Wl long as the thorax, compressed at the 
apex ; face and crown of head clothed with long yellow and black. 
hairs; thorax yellow with hairs, having a transverse black band be-
tween the wings; basal half of abdomen 1ellow, the rematinder orange, 
with a narrow black band across the middle; wings slightly yeJlow at 
the coeta! the posterior margin slightly stained with brown, nervures 
piceous; ba88l joint of tarsi clothed inside with bright ferruginous 
hairs; spurs, base of claws, and apex of tarsi ochreoW!. Length 7 j 
lines." 
Arctic America. · Unknown to me. 
27. B. polaria .
.Bomluu po/aria Curtie, Ro11t1' 2nd Voyage, Append. p. lxiii. 
" Fema/,:. Black ; a broad band across the anterior portion of the 
thorax, the scutellum, and abdomen clothed with long yellow hairs. 
whitish towards the apex of the abdomen, with a few black. haint 
on the sides of the third segment, a band of the same color on the 
fourth, and a very slight one on the fifth segment; tarsi clothed with 
black pile internally, the outside of the basal joint8 brownish, the ed~eM 
ferruginous. Length 10 lines. 
"jl,,f,,. Black, clothed with yellow hairs; head black, with a pat<-h 
of yellow hairs on the face, and another on the back of the head~ a 
bla.ckish band acr'l&s the centre of the thorax, and an indistinct narrow 
oue on the thirc.l und fourth segments of the :ibdomen, the apex orunge ; 
inside of tarsi clothed with yellowish pile. Length 6 lines. 
"Remark,. A pair only of this species wa11 preserved; in size an,l 
wany respects it resembles B. KirbiellUA, but the indistinct and son1e-
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what double band of black hairs across the abdomen will distinguish 
it, and the yellow pile inside of the tarsi in the male and the black in 
the female, are sufficient characters, I think, to justify its being sepa-
rated from the former species." 
Arctic America. Unknown to me. Probably a variety of the pre-
ceding species. 
I have before me two male specimens from Metby Portage, Arctic 
• America, (Coll. Smith. Inst.) which answer very well to the descrip-
tion above given. They are nearly 6 lines long, and in coloration they 
closely resemble the worker~ of frigidm, but ditrer very much from the 
males of that species. 
28. B. 1trenuu, n. ap. 
F~mrtl~. Head black, mixed with dark fuscous on the vertex. Tho-
rax anteriorly and laterally yellowish; a broad black band between the 
wings. Scutellnm yellowish, somewhat mixed with black. Wings 
fusco-hyaline, darkest along the costa and towards the base. Legs 
black. Abdomen with the three basal segments yellowish; the fourth 
black, and the two apical segments more or less fulvous or yellowish-
fulvous, mixed with black. Beneath black. Length 10-12 lines. 
Worker. Not seen . 
.. Vak. Colored same as the female, except that the head has a mix-
ture of yellowish below the antennm and on the vertex ; the legs have 
the hairs yellowish, particularly on the posterior pair ; the fifth segment 
of the abdomen is nearly all black, and the two apical segments entirely 
fulvous. Length 7 lines. 
Five ( 4 ~ , 1 $ ) specimens examined. Y oucon River, Arctic Ame-
rica, and Hudson's Bay Territory. Mr. Kennicott. (Coll. Smith. lost.) 
A very fine species. Two of the f P.male specimens have the two apical 
segments almost entirely black, and therefore this species may, although 
improbably, prove to be a variety of B. Arr.tu·,u. 
:lD. B. litken1ia. 
Bomlnu Bitkenaia Nyl. Notis. ur Siill!!k. pro Faun. et Flor. Fenn. Forla. l. p. 
23.;, 19. 
"Hairy, yellow; on the third and fourth segments of t.he abdomen 
blackish, with the hairs on the bead and back of thorax mixed with 
blackish; corbicula either fuscoui5 or inclining to fulvous. In the t, : 
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the hairs are of a more pure yellow, with three. more or Jess distinct. 
narrow bands of the abdomen, and the hairs in the middle of the baek 
of the thorax mixed with black. 
"Small. 9 , 17 millim., anterior wings 14; V , 10-14, ant.erior 
wings 9-12; in this the black hairy band of the abdomen is often 
transversely divided by yellow hairs of the margin of the Jhird seg-
ment; 'b , 12 millim., long, with the wings somewhat longer, hairs nar-
rowly banded on the base of the third abdominal segment, on the fourth 
and fifth almost entirely black; anUB fulvous-yelJow. Feet black, hairy, 
in 9 ~ , yellow hairy in 'b . Sitka." 
Not seen. 
30. I. a11lm.1 n. sp. 
Femak. Head black. 'fhora:x in front and on the sides yellow; 
between the wings black. Scut.ellum yellow. Wings fusco-hyalioe. 
Legs black. Abdomen with the whole of the first and the sides and 
posterior margin of the second segments above yellow; remainder of" 
the second segment rufo-fulvoUB; remaining segments black. Beneath 
black. Length 8 lines. 
Male. Colored Harne as the female, except a slight admixture of yel-
lowish hairs on the vertex. Length 8 lines. 
Hcib. Canada, 9, Mr. W. Saunders. (CoJI. Ent. Soc. Phila.), and 
New York , 'b. (Cull. K Norton). 
31. I . melaDopJge. 
Bombiu melanopygt Nyl. Notis. ur B&llek. pro Faun. et Flor. Fenn. F6rb . 1. 
p. 236 • 
. ; Hairy, yellow, with the hairs on the head and the back of the tho-
rax, between the wings subfasciate, intermixed with blackifsh; on the 
second, third and base of the fourth segments of the abdomen f'ulvo-
rufous, on the following blackish; body beneath yelJow hairy. I~ength 
of the body and anterior wings, 11 miJlim. Sitka." 
Not seen. 
3t. I. lacuttil, n. sp. 
F,·mal,·. Head black, mixed with yellowish in front and on the 
vertex. Thorax anteriorly and laterally yellowit1h, mixed with black-
ish ; between the wiogi;i blackish. Scutellum yellowish. Wings sub-
hyaline. apical margins clouded . Legs black ; base of femora yellowish 
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beneath ; corbicula fuscous; tarsi brownish, inner side of the basal joint 
bright rufous. Abdomen above with the basal segment and the poete-
rior margin of the fourth segment yellowish; the second and third seg-
ments reddish ; remaining segments black. Beneath black, mixed 
with yellowish hairs. Length 8 lines. 
Worker. Colored same as the female, except that the yellowish 
fringe on ihe fourth abdominal segment is not so conspicuous. Length 
61-7 lineR .
.;t/ale. Colored same as the female, except that the hairs of the head 
and the anterior part of the thorax are more yeJlowil5h, with a very 
slight mixture of black, and the black band between the wings much 
more distinct. Length 6½ lines. 
Six (3 9 , 2 ~ , 1 i ) specimens examined : Lake Athabasca, and 
Great Sia ve Lake. Mr. R. Kenoicott. ( Coll. E. Norton and Smith. lust.) 
This is closely allied to B. ternarius and ornatus, but differs from 
both species. 
33. B. ornatu. 
Bombua ornatua Smith, Brit. Mus. Cat. Hym. ii, p. 398. 52. 
" Female. Length 7 lines.-Black; the pubescence on the head 
black, mixed with yellow hairs at the insertion of the antennae; the 
thorax has a rich fulvo-ochraceous pubescence, and has a broad black 
band between the wings, the sides of the thorax anteriorly yellow; the 
legs have a black pubescence, with a few pale hairs at the base of the 
femora beneath; wings fusco-hyuline. Abdomen, the pubescence on 
the basal segment yellow, on the three following segments it is fulvous, 
having a narrow border of yellow, which divides it from the black pu-. 
bescence which clothes the apex. 
" The coloring of tho male and the worker is the same, but le1!8 
bright, and the pubescence is longer in the male than in the other 
sexes. 
"Bab. North America; Hudson's Bay; Arctic America." 
Unknown k> me. Very closely allied to B. ternariua. 
34. •• '8rn&ri11.1. 
BolMIU ternariua Bay, Boat. Jour. Nat. Hist. 1, p. ,u . 
.Bomha HMntii Greene, Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y. 'I, p. 1'12. 
Femak. Head black, more or less yellow on the face and vertex. 
'fhorax with its anterior portion, sides, and the scutellum lemon-yellow; 
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a broad black band between the wings. Wings subhyaline, apical mar• 
gin stained with brown. Legs black ; base of femora beneath clothed 
with yellow hairs; tarsi brown. Abdomen with the first and fourth 
segments above lemon-yellow ; second and third Megments bright ful. 
voUB; the two apical segments black. Beneath black, intermixed with 
yellowish. Length 10 lines. 
Worker. Same aA the female, except si1e, and the colol'K are not. so 
bright. Length 5-6 lines. 
Male. Colored same as the female. Length 7 Jines. 
Sixteen (5 ~, 10 ~, 1 t,) specimens examined . Me., Conn., Penu., 
Kansas, Utah, Puget's Sound, and . Arctic America. (Coll. Ent . ~c>C. 
Phil. and E. Norton). 
This is a beautiful species when fresh; in alcoholic specimens the 
yellow is faded to a dirty white, and the fulvoUB color becomes more 
of a reddish hue. I see no reason why B. Hu·ntii Greene, should be 
separated from this species, the colors are situated exactly the same, 
although faded by alcoholic immersion; and if the abdominal segmentt,i 
were not unnatur.illy distended, the entire length of the insect would 
not exceed 10 lines. 
3~. B. la'f'ifrom n. ap . 
.Jt'emak. Head yellow in front and on the vert8x. Thorax yelJow-
ish, mixed with blackish above, with a blackish band between the 
wings. Wings subhyaline, slightly stained with fusco118. Legs black, 
with pale hairs; femora beneath densely clothed with yeJlowish hail'K ; 
inner side of the basal joint of tarsi golden yellow in certain lights. 
Abdomen with the two basal segments above yellowish; the third and 
fourth fulvous; the remaining segments blackish. Beneath black, 
clothed with yellowish hairs. Length 8 lines. 
Worker. Colored same as the felllale, except that the band between 
the wings is much more distinct, the color of the third and fourth seg-
ments of the abdomen above is more reddish 1 and the black color of the 
11pical segments somewhat mixe~ with reddish. Length 5l lines. 
Mak. Resembles 'the female, but the hairs are somewhat longer, 
and those on the face more dense ; the color of the third and fourth 
segments of the abdomen above same us that of the work.er ; the legs 
and the abdomen beneath are thickly clothed with yellowish hairs. lu 
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one specimen the hue of the third segment of the abdomen above is 
mixed with black. Length 7 Jines. 
Eleven (3 2 , l ~ , 7 i ) specimens examined. Ft. Y oucon·, Arctic 
America; Hudson's Bay Territory, and Kan8&8. (Coll. Ent. Soc. Phil. 
E. Norton, and Smith. Inst.) 
The black color on the apical segments of' the abdomen of the worker: 
being mixed with red, would seem to connect it with B. praticola of 
Kirby, which I have not identified, but, for the present, it would 
probably be better to keep them separated. 
36. B. pratioola. 
Bombiu praticola Kirby, Faun. Bor. Am. -i, p. 27". 
"Female. Body black, clothed above with yellowish hai1'8. Head 
with a tuft of yellowish hairs belc,w the antenna,, and on the vertex; 
thorax black between the wings, which are em browned; legs with yeJlow 
hairs at the base; anterior half of the abdomen yellow, posterior ferru-
ginoW!. Length of the body 7 lines." 
British America. Unknown to me. 
\ . 
37. B. 17lnoola. 
Bomb1U ayl-oicola Kirby, Faun. Bor. Amer. 4, p. 272. 
Femak. Head black; the vertex and a tuft of hairs below the in-
sertion of the antennm, yellowi11h. Thorax yellowish, with a broad 
black band between the wings. Wings subhyaline, varied with fuscous. 
Legs black; femora beneath with yelJowish bai1'8. Abdomen above 
yellowish, with the second and third segments reddish. Beneath black, 
mixed with pale hairs. Length 8-9 Jines. 
Worker and malP not seen. 
Four specimens. Youcon River, Arctic America, and Great :;laYe 
Lake. Mr. R. Kennicott. (ColJ. Smith. Inst.) 
I take the specimens before me to be the same species as described 
by Mr. Kirby, under the above name, although he does not mention 
the position of the reddish bands on the abdomen. His descri,ption 
was taken from a single specimen (sex not mentioned) captured in 
Lat. 65°. 
311. B. rufo-obaotu1 n. 8p. 
Jlale. Head black, hairs on the vertex and a tuft in front below 
the antenna, yellow. Thorax yellow, with an indistinct band between 
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the wings. Wings hyaline, slightly clouded on the apical margin11. 
Legs black, femora clothed beneath with yellowish hain. Abdomeu 
with the third and fourth segments above reddish, remaining segments 
yellow. Beneath sparsely clothed with yellowish hain. Length 7 lio~. 
lJorl·er. Colored same as the male, except that the hain of the 
face are black. Length 5 lines. 
Female. Not seen. 
Two specimens from Pike's Peak (Coll. ~;nt. Soc. Phila.), collected 
by Mr. W. J. Howard. 
39. B. Diclulau. 
Apia nidu.laM Fabr. EnL Syet. Suppl. 2i -t • 
..8ofllhua , idulaM Fabr. Syet. Pies. 3•9. 
"Head and antenna, rather long. Thorax yellow, a black baud be-
tween the wings. Abdomen yellow, anus slightly fulvous. Feet black. 
Hoh. North America." 
Unknown to me. Probably an Apatliu,, and may be a variety of 
.A. ,lallts . 
.a. B . .btlpeuia . 
.A.pi, AntiguenN Fab. SyeL Ent. p. 380; Ent. Byet. 2, p. 318; OliT. Encycl 
Meth. Ina. iv, p. H. 
Boah.t .Antiguffl.,i., Fabr. Syst. PieL p. 348. 
" Size of A. violaceu.. Head black, immaculate. Thorax hairy, 
black. Abdomen black, anterior part yellow. Wings fuscous. Feet 
black. Hab. Antigua." 
Unknown to rue. 
-&J.B. ephlpplana . 
.&nllbua q,Aippiatua Sa~·. Bost. Journ. Nat. Hist. 1. p. 41'. 
' ' Body black; pleura pale yellow; wings dusky, tinged with viola-
ceom; tergum pale yellow towards the base; this color is gradually 
narrowed behind and terminately on the third segment, forming eome-
what of a semi-oval, with its base to the thorax and confluent with the 
color of the pleura. Length leStl than half an inch. 
"Inhabits Mexico." 
Not seen. 
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•2. B. pllloher n. 11p. 
J',mu,/,. Head black. Thorax above black, lemon-yellow on the 
sides. Win~ tusc~hyaline, slightly tinged with violaceous. Legs 
black. Abdomen with the first, part of the second, and centre of the 
third segment.ii above bright lemon-yellow; balance of the second and 
third segments above bright rufous; remaining segments black. Be-
neath black. Length 11 lines. 
Jltlb. Jalapa, Mexico. Mr. J. Akhurst. (Coll. E. Norton.) 
This is the handsomest species of Bombus known to me, and were it 
not for the rufous color on the second and third segments of the abdo-
men, which is very com1picuous, I should have considered it as the B. 
,·phipplatu11 of Say, but he mentions no such color in his description. 
,:1. B. Carolinu. 
Api& Carolina Linn. Sy11t. N11.t. 2, p. 9a9; Fabr. Syet. Eut. p. 379; EnL S~·st. 
2, p. 316; Oliv. Encyc. Meth. Ins. iv, 6'. 
Bombiu CarolintU Fabr. SysL PieL p. 3-l2. 
·· Hairy, black; abdomen above fulvous. the first and last segmcnL" 
hlack. H11b. North America." 
lJ okoown to me. 
H. B. riolaceu. 
Bombiu triolaceua St. Farg. Hym. I, p. U:l. 
" Black. Feet black ; hairs of the under part of the tibire and t.arsi 
rufous. Wings fuscous, with a violet reflection. Femak. Length 13 
lines. Work~r, like the female. Length from 5 to 7 lines. North 
.\ merica." 
I have not seen this species, and doubt very much that it occurs in 
.Sorth America. The British Museum have specimens of it from South 
.\merica. 
In addition to the Mpecies above described, the following European 
species have been mentioned as found in North America:-
B. hortonun Lann. Smit/a, Entom. Annual, 1867, p. 30. Lake Winnepeg. 
•· Derhamellu Kirby, Faun. Bor.-Amer. ,, p. 273. Arctic America. 
B. Jayperboreu Dalilb. &laiodte, in Etzel's Gronland, p. 611. Greenland. 
B. balteatlll I>aAlb. Srlaiodtc,' •• " " " 
In the collectioo of Mr. Norton, there is a Ringle specimen, a worker. 
collected in New Jersey, by Mr. J. Akhurst, which answers so well to 
the description given by Mr. Smith of that sex of B. pratorum, a 
Jc!uropeau 11pccie111 that I do not feel justified in separating ihem. 
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ADJ>ITIONS. 
The preceding page had not been printed more than twelve hou!'f4 
before I received a copy of the June number of the "Journal of Ento-
mology ," for 1861, in which I find a paper by Mr. Frederick Smith. 
describing severul North American species of Bombm and Apathm. 
This being the first opportunity that I have had of examining the above 
number of that valuable publication, the omissions, &c., are conKe-
ttuently unavoidable, and although unfortunate, yet I am glad of the 
opportunity of having the additions made, before the printing of my 
paper has been finished and copies distributed. 
The three following species of Bombu,, all of which are unknown t-0 
me, must be added to the foregoing list; those of Apathw will be 
found hereafter undet that genus. 
21.-22. B. mocleatu. 
Bomha modutua Smith, Journal of Entomology, i, p. 153. 
" Female. Length 9 lines. Black, pubescent; the clypeus very 
smooth, shining, and delicately punctured. Thora~ : the pubescence 
above before the wings yellow; the scutellum with a slight admixture 
of fulvous hairs; the wings subhy.iline; the pubescence on the legH 
black, that on the basal joint ot' the posterior tarsi within ferru~inous, 
the claw-joint of the tarsi obscurely ferru,zinous. Abdomen : the third 
and fourth segments clothed with yellow pubescence, the fifth with 
black, and fringed on its apical margin with yellow hairs, the apical 
segment has also a thin clothing of hair of the same color. 
"Wor!·er. Length 51 lines. The pubescence similarly disposed to 
that of the female, but paler, that on the apical segments white. 
"Rab. Oajaca, Mexico. In the Collection of the British Museum." 
22. The name nwde.1lu1, used for the new species of this number, on 
p. 99, being preoccupied by Mr. Smith, should be changed to m.oderat11s. 
-12.-.ia. B. laborio1u. 
Bomha laborwaua Smith, Journal of Entomology, i. p. la3. 
" Frmal<·. Length 8 lines. Black, pubescent; the head entirely 
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black, with the clypeus very smooth and shining, and delicately punc-
tured. The thorax with black pubescence above and beneath, that on 
the sides pale yellow ; the pubescence on the legs entirely black ; the 
wings fusco-hyaline, the nenures black. Abdomen : the three bW!al 
segmeot.s clothed with pubescence of a pale yellow, somewhat lemon-
colored; that on the third segment not <tuite extending to the lateral 
margins; the apical segment thinly sprinkled with ferrugioous hairs. 
" ff'orker. Length :., lines. Colored like the female. 
" Hal>. Oajaca, Mexico. In the Collection of the British Museum." 
"'3.-4-&. JI. cliligen1. 
Bombu.a diligen& Smith, Journal of Entomology, i, p. la'-
., Femalr. Length 10 lines. Black, and clothed with black pubes-
cence; wings dark brown, shining. The pubescence on the thorax 
short and dense, except on the disk above, which is 11mooth and Hhin-
ing; the three apical segment.s clothed with ferruginolll! pubescence, 
the apical i;iegment Bmooth and shining in the middle. 
·· I[,,/,. Oajaca, ~lexico. In the Collection of the British Museuw." 
Gen. APATJl1JI Newm. 
Apntlnu Newm. EnL Mag. ii, p. 40-l (183-&). 
Pllit.Ayrua St. Farg. Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr. i, p. 366 (1832); Hym. ii, p. 42-& (1841); 
nee. Hubntr. 
This genUH is parasitic on that of Bombux, and resembles it very 
much in general appearance. The charucters with whish to distinguish 
it from Bombu11, are as follows :-The posterior tibire are destitute of 
corbiculre, and are convex exteriorly; the basal joint of the posterior 
tarsi has no tooth at its base above. In the /,,,ma/,, the apex of the 
abdomen cunes under, and the apical segment beneath has the lateral 
margins elevated. The mandibles have a single notch, while those of 
Bomhu~ are distinctly toothed. This genus has no workers. 
The males may be distinguished from those of Bomb1u by the poste-
rior tibiae being exteriorly convex and thickly coated with short hairs. 
The males of the latter genus haYe the exterior surface of the posterior 
tibire concave in the centre, with a few Ml'att~red hairs, and are fringed 
ut the exterior margins. 
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N othiug is yet known of the economy of our speciet1, and so far only 
11 few have turned up. An examination of the nests of Bombus will 
doubtless bring more species to light. The following are all the speciet1 
that have been identified. 
I. A. laborio1u1. 
Bombiu labor-ioau, Fabr. Sy11t. Piez. p. 352. 
Fr.111ak. Head black, pale yellowish on the vertex. Thorax above 
and on the sides pale greyish-yellow. Wings subhyaline, stained with 
yeHowi~h. Legs black. Abdomen shining black; sparsely hairy on 
the disk; sides of the third segment slightly mixed with yellowish . 
Beneath black. Lellh,th 10 lines. 
J/alc. Not seen. 
Two specimens. Canada (Coll. Ent. Soc. Phila.) an<l Connecticut. 
(Coll. Jt Norton.) 
There is no doubt that this is the same species as described by Fabri-
cius under the above name, although he does not mention the mixture 
of yellowish hairs on the sides of the third abdominal segment. which 
is quite plain in the two specimens before ~e. · 
2. A. intn.deu. 
Apatl,ua intrudena Smith, Journal or Entomology, i, p. 15-i. 
"Fcnialc. Black : a tuft on the vertex and another in front of the 
anterior stemma pale yellow; the thorax clothed above with pale pubes-
cence, which is continued down the sides in front of the tegulre; the 
thorax smooth and shining behind the liCutellum ; the le~s with Yery 
short black pubescence ; the wings f useo-hyaline. Abdomen nearly 
naked, shininJ,C, incurved and very acute at the apex, the ruurµ-ins of 
the segments thinly fringed with black pubescence. 
•· Bab. Oajaca, Mexico In the British .Museum Collection.'' 
Unknown to me. 
:1. A. fratenuu. 
Apathu~Jrattrnu~ Smith, Brit. Mus. CRt. Hym. ii, :ii-.;. 
•• Mal,,, Length 10 lines.-Black; the face below the insertion of 
the au tenure densely covered with dark fuscous pubescence; t-he flagel-
lum ,·ery slender, the joints ,mbarcuate; on the vertex the pubescence 
i~ mixed with f'ulvou.~. Thorax clothed with 8hort f'ulrn-ochrnceou:,i 
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pubescence, on the middle of the disk it is black ; the wings fuscous. 
darkest towards their base; the legs clothed with short dark fusoous 
pubescence. Abdomen elongate, narrowed towardt1 the ape:r. ; the two 
basal segments clothed with short fulvo-oohraceous, and the apical seg-
ments with short black pubescence." 
Femak. Not seen. 
• One specimen. New Wied, Texas. (Coll. Smith. lost.) 
-1. A. oontifuu n. sp. 
l,lak. Head black, yellowish on the verte:r.. Tbora:r. lemon-yellow, 
more or Jess black between the wings. Wings fusco-hyaline. Legs 
black, tarsi pale, inner side of the basal joi11t rufous. Abdomen with 
the first two segments above lemon-yellow; rest black. Beneath black. 
l..ength 7-8 lines. 
Varlety . The anterior portion of the second abdominal segment 
above mi:r.ed with black, especially on the sides. 
Femak. Not seen. 
Four specimens. Conn., Penn., Del. (Coll. E. Norton, and Ent. 
Soc. Philad.) . . . 
This species closely resembles Bombm va,gons Smith, and probably 
parasitic on that species. 
s. A. oitrlllaa. 
Apat.\ua citrinua Smith, BriL Mus. Cat. Hym. ii. ~85 • 
. Jlak. Head black, slightly mixed with yellowish on the vertex. 
Thorax pale lemon or greyish-yellow above and on the sides, more or 
less mi:r.ed with black between the wings. Wings subhyaline, stained 
with fuscous along the nervures. Legs black, tarsi pale, inner side of 
the basal joint golden in certain lights. Abdomen with the first three 
segments above pale lemon or greyish-yellow ; remaining segments 
bl11ck. Beneath black. Length about i lines. 
Vririef!J,, The yellowish huirs of the body much deeper in color, 
the wings darker, the fourth segment of the abdomen above mi:r.ed with 
yellowish and the hairs of the tarsi reddish. Length 6 lines. 
F,mwlc. Not seen. 
Six specimens. ~las.,., Conn., ~- Y., Ill. (Coll. E. Norton, and 
Ent. Soc. Phil11..) 
The vari'.et11 may be a distinct species, b,it there being only a single 
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itpeciruen; I do not care to make a new species of it, until more ha\"e 
been accumulated. 
11. A. hlnlari1. 
Boml>'" interruptua Greene. Ann . Ly~. Nat. HiKt. N. Y., vii. p. 11 & lill, 9 . 
(nee PaitAynu St. Farg.) 
Bo•beu Swekleyi Greene, " " " 188. t,. 
ApatAeu inn.laria Smith, Journal of Entomology, i, p. 166, 9. 
F1:ma~. Head black, with the hairs at the insertion of t.he am-
tenna, and on the vertex, yellow. Thorax yellow above and on the 
sides; black between the wiog11. Wings fusco-hyaline. Legs black ; 
femora tinged with dark red ; tarsi pale. Abdomen above shining 
black. with the sides of the third, fourth and fifth segmentia yellow. 
Beneath black. Length about 10 lines. 
,Vale. Head black, mixed with yellow on the vertex. Thorax above 
and on the sides yellow; black between the wings. Wings subbyaline. 
Legs black ; tarsi pale. Abdomen above with the second, third ( or its 
anterior part), and the middle of the three apical segmeot8 black; rest 
yellowish. Beneath black, mixed with pale hairs. Length 7-8 lines. 
Var. a. Having the second and third abdominal segments mixed 
with yellow on the disk; anus black. Length 8 lines.-B. Suckk:yi 
Greene. 
Yar . b. Having the first three and sides of the fourth and fifth 
abdominal segments yellow; rest black. Length 61 lines. 
Vm·. c. Having a distinct black baud between the wings; the secoud 
abdominal segment mixed with yellow on the disk; the fifth segment 
entirely black, and the apical segment mixed with pale fulvous. Length 
6l lines. 
Fifteen ( 4 9 , 11 $ ) specimens examined. Methy Portage, Ar~tic 
America; Puget's Sound; Ft. Steilacoom, W. T.; V aocouver's Island. 
(Coll. E. Norton und Smit.h. Inst.) 
The female of this species so much resembles that of .A.. campei.triA 
of Europe, thut: at first, I thought they were the same species, and am 
still doubtful whether the differences are sufficient to separate thew; 
but until a more critical examination and comparison of the two specie~ 
can be made, they had better be kept separated '. The name int,·rruptu11 
ha,•ing been mmd by St. Fargeau for a specirui of t-his genW!: the 
name propo.-~ed by )Ir. Smith 8hould take its place. 
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The teruale specimons from which .Mr. Greene made his description 
of this species, have the hairs on the dorsal surface of the abdomen 
rubbed off, although, generally, the hairs on that part of the abdomen 
are much scattered and sparse. 
The only differences that I can see between the females of this 1:1pe-
cies, and campcstr;s, are that the former species has the hairs of the 
head yellowish, while those on the head of the latter 8JM!Cies are entirely 
black; the black hand in the mi<ldle of the thorax of c:umpcstris il'I 
broader and more distinct. 
The males above described , and which I think belong to this species, 
present no characters by which they could easily be separated from 
those of campestr;x, and they vary just as much in the coloration. 
The specimen, before me, of B. Siu:klryi Greene, which seems to be 
the typical specimen (as it bas the word "Type" attached to the pin), 
is a ~ , and not a 9 , as indicated in )Ir. G's description, and the apical 
segment is apparently altogether \,Jack, and not yellowish. However, 
in con~idering the many variations which occur in the males of A. 
mmpeHtri'.R, I am inclined to believe that this is the male of A. insult1ris. 
as well a.'i! the other two varieties described above. 
Vur. c, of the male, answers in many particulars to the description 
given of the male of B. Sitht11six, hut as it seems more related as a 
variety of .A. iwmlaris, it would prohably be best to allow it to remain 
here, until more specimens have been accumulated. It is certainly an 
.tpatlrns. 
;. A. elatu. 
Apia alt1ta Fal,r. Ent. 8yst. Suppl. p. 27'. 
Bombiu elatua Fahr. Syst. Piez. p. 31>2. 
Jiu/,,. Head hl:1ck, sometimes mixed with whit.ish on the clyperu;. 
Thorax lemon-yellow with a black band between the winbrs. Win~ 
fusc~hy1Lline. Leg,1 black, more or lc:'!s wuiti8h on the femora; inner 
l'lide of the posterior tihire and hasal joint of tarsi gol<len-rufouis in cer-
tain lights. Abdomen bright-lemon yellow~ except the two apical seg-
ments, which are tufted with hlnck. Beneath hlack, mixed with yel-
lowh,h on the sides. Length 7 -10 lines. 
Vi,r. a. Having the hairs on thP, fifth ahdo111inal segmeut 111ixNl 
with black, and the tufUJ on the nnus ti11l!c1l with fulvom1. 
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J"'ar. b. Having all the abdominal segments yellowish, except the 
anus, which is black. 
Var. c. Having the whole of the thorax black, except the anterior 
portion above, and a few hairs on the scutellum which are yellowish. 
Vm·. d. Having the whole of the thorax yellowish, except a slight 
admixture of blackish between the wings. 
Female. Not seen. 
Twenty-two specimens examined. Mass., Conn., N. Y., N. J., Penn .• 
Del., )Id .. Ill. (Coll. E. .Sorton, and Ent. Soc. Phila.) 
Although Fahricius described this species as having the thorax en-
tirely yellow, it will be seen above that it varies from almost all yellow 
to almost all black. The most common variety, however, has a black 
band between the wings. The yellowish color of this species, as is 
generally the case with mo!-lt of the bees, often fades to a dirty white; 
the color when fresh is doubtles.~ a bright lemon-yel1ow. 
It may be possible that B. nid11l,ms of Fab., is only a variety of this 
species, as some of the specimens before me have the anus tinged with 
fulvous. 
This species resembles Bmnb11~ j'ervMu, very much in coloration, 
and may pO&!ibly be parasitic on that species. 
In concluding this paper I would state that I have done the best I 
could in separating t1ie species of this group, and it may be that I have 
made too many new species, but when we consider the great difficulty 
experienced by authorg in bringing aboui a correct division of the Euro-
pean species, it will perhaps be a sufficient excuse for any such errors 
that I have made iu this paper. 
I deitire, here, to express my thanks to Mr. Edward Norton, l>r. Thos. 
B. Wilson, and the Smithsonian Institution, for the loan of specimens, 
and for much valuable assistance. 
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